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Mrs. Clinton calls allegations 'right-win-g conspiracy'
NEW YORK (AP) First lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton stepped
forward Tuesday as a forceful de-
fender of her husband against al-
legations of a presidential affair
and cover-u- p, predicting that even-
tually "the truth will come out."
"The important thing now is
to stand as firmly as I can and say
that the president has denied these
allegations, on all counts, un-
equivocally," she said in an inter-
view with NBC's "Today" show.
"My attitude is we've been
there before, we've seen this be-
fore, and I'm just going to wait
patiently until the truth comes
out."
'My attitude is we've been there before,
we've seen this before, and I'm just going to
wait patiently until the truth comes out.'
Hillary Clinton
Council discusses
elections, DUIs
BY MATILDA BODE
Staff Reporter
On Jan. 21 , Vice President of
Student Life, Hilary Lowbridge
'99, presented a proposal to the
Senate that, if accepted, will re-
vamp the student election process.
The proposal calls for changes to
the college's constitution that
would allow the elections to be
moved to the end of the spring se-
mester. The proposal must sit be-
fore the Senate for 14 days before
they can vote.
This week Student Council
also discussed beginning a cam-
paign against drunk driving. Stu-
dent Council President, Jonny
Nicholson '98 noted that there
have been three drunk driving ac-
cidents involving Kenyon students
in the last year and said, "we want
people to know about these acci-
dents." Lowbridge added, "We fig-
ure we can at least make people
think about it." In the next couple
of weeks they plan to use table
tents to draw attention to the prob-
lems of drunk driving.
Nicholson added that Student
Council will be looking into pos- -
Friday: Cloudy with a 30
percent chance of snow in the
morning. H 30s
Saturday: Dry. L 20s, H 40s.
NEWS:
Class schedule to change. P. 2
In her most detailed com-
ments to date on allegations that
President Clinton had a sexual re-
lationship with White House intern
Monica Lewinsky, then asked her
to lie about it, Mrs. Clinton
pointed an accusatory finger at a
"vast right-win- g conspiracy" that
she said was scheming to topple
his presidency.
sible options for a student center
or student union. "We'll be look-
ing at existing structures," he said.
"We want to see if a student center
is plausible or necessary."
Nicholson explained that all
three of the drunk driving acci-
dents involved "eating late at
night" and Student Council is ask-
ing if a student center would help
by providing food late at night or
"if it's just the enjoyment of go-
ing to Ike's late at night?"
Student Council is also plan-
ning to examine itself this semes-
ter. "We are going to look at possi-
bly restructuring by examining the
duties of the various committees to
see how the committees can be more
efficient," stated Nicholson. There
are seven Student Council sub-committ- ees;
Student Life, Academic
Affairs, Housing and Grounds, Se-
curity and Safety, Student Lecture-
ships, Business and Finance and
Social Board.
Lowbridge explained that
the chair of each committee "has
to write up a proposal about what
could be changed for the better
on both our committee's and on
the Student Council in general."
Sunday and Monday:
Cloudy with a chance of rain.
L 30-3- 5 H40s
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RE: E-MA- IL CENSORSHIP AND POO.
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ESTABLISI -- HID 1856
When "Today" show anchor
Matt Lauer asked, "Where there's
smoke..." Mrs. Clinton quickly
jumped in, "There isn't any fire,"
and also suggested that Whitewater
prosecutor Kenneth Starr's judg-
ment had been tainted by politics.
"We get a politically moti-
vated prosecutor who is allies with
the right-win- g opponents of my
some accusation
against my husband," she said.
In a swift response, Starr la-
beled Mrs. Clinton's reference to
a conspiracy "nonsense" and as-
serted the investigation is being
conducted in a professional man-
ner "through a deliberative pro-
cess."
"Our current investigation
began when we received credible
allegations of serious federal
--
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Assistant Directors of Admissions Dan Sweeney, Kenzie Young, Dolph
participate in the first of four colloquia on difference Tuesday.
Security makes mid-ye-ar report
BY JESSICA ANDRUSS
News Assistant
"The most disturbing con-
cerns for The Office of Security
and Safety this year have been theft
and vandalism from off-camp- us
.sources," said Director of Security
and Safety Daniel J. Werner. "We
know Kenyon students aren't be-
hind most of the trouble because
of all the activity which occurs
over vacations," he said; referring
to the recent destruction of the ath-
letic fields, and the flooding of
Gund Commons which cost
Kenyon College more than $2000
to clean up.
FEATURES:
Off-camp- us study. P. (
husband who has literally spent
four years looking at every tele-
phone call we've made, every
check we've ever written, scratch-
ing for dirt, intimidating wit-
nesses, doing everything possible
to try to make
Kenyon' s open cam-
pus policy has made
non-studen- ts a thorn
in security's side for
some time.
Kenyon's open campus policy
has made non-studen- ts a thorn in
Security's side for some time.
Most bicycle thefts are not com-
mitted by Kenyon students, but by
those walking on to campus for
that specific purpose, said Werner.
Last week a maintenance worker
A&E:
Peter Mills Jazz Quintet. P. 1 1
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32
68 percent of 122 random
Kenyon students polled in dinind
halls yesterday feel that Clintons
presidency is not in jeopardy.
crimes," Starr said in Washington
The first lady alternately dis-
played indignation about the alle
see CLINTON page three
Kate Bennett
Clinton and Darnell Preaus
witnessed two such thefts, and
Security was able to apprehend the
perpetrators.
Werner strongly emphasized
the increasing need for Kenyon
students to carry their identifica-
tion cards at all times to avoid
problems. "We're trying to crack
down on theft and vandalism," he
said. "If we see someone walking
around at 2 a.m., we need to make
sure that person belongs here."
The general student consensus
that Security and Safety's main
purpose on campus is to impose
strict party supervision is com-
pletely unfounded.
see SECURITY page two
SPORTS:
Swimming wins against OWU
and Case Western. P. 16
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Clinton advisers move closer to recommending strike
Continuing defiance of U.N. weapons inspections brings possibility of action within weeks for Iraq
WASHINGTON (AP) U.S.
President Bill Clinton has edged
closer to ordering a U.S. military
strike against Iraq and told his se-
nior foreign policy advisers to in-
form allies and other countries of
that prospect.
Iraq's continuing defiance of
U.N. weapons inspections is "a
very serious matter," a White
House spokesman said after
Clinton met for an hour with his
top security advisers, "Clearly,
under the present circumstances,
UNSCOM (the U.N. Special
Commission) cannot do its work."
In its struggle to open Iraqi
suspect sites to inspection, the
Clinton administration until now
has sought to project a united front,
moving in concert with sometimes
hesitant allies and other members
of the U.N. Security Council.
But the United States always
has preserved the option of acting
alone, and it may strike Iraq this
time alone or with the support of
Britain and a few others who share
U.S. despair with President
Saddam Hussein's success in
blocking a U.N. special commis
Tuesday, Thursday
class times to change
Students who can't seem to
make it out of bed on Tuesdays and
Thursdays for 8:10 classes will
have it a little easier beginning next
semester.
According to Registrar Ri-
chard Switzer, period "A" will
begin at 9 a.m. and last until
10:15. Period "B" will begin 10
minutes later and will last until
1 1:40 a.m.
Common Hour will begin at
1 1 :40 a.m. instead of I 1 : 1 0 a.m.
and will last until 12:40 p.m. Pe-
riod "D" will begin at 1:20 p.m.
and last until 2:35 p.m., and pe-
riod "E" will begin at 2:45 p.m.,
lasting until 4 p.m.
E 14,
Jan. 24, 12:44 a.m. - One stu-
dent cited for driving under the
influence and underage con-
sumption and three students
cited for underage consump-
tion by a Knox County Sheriff
Deputy.
Jan. 24, 2:31 a.m. - Medical
call at Gund Hall. Emergency
squad was contacted and they
transported student to the hos-
pital.
Jan. 24, 3:55 a.m. - A student
was cited for driving under the
influence by the State High-
way Patrol.
Jan. 24, 10:35 p.m. - Unreg-
istered parties found in Hanna
Hall.
sion from looking at what could
be caches of biological and chemi-
cal weapons. .
The White House spokesman,
Eric Rubin, said Clinton had taken
no final decision. But he also said
action could be weeks not
months away, and that the con-
sultation would involve Persian
Gulf governments.
Other officials said Secretary
of State Madeleine Albright might
make the rounds of European and
Gulf capitals, but at the moment
the consultations were being car-
ried out at the United Nations.
While Clinton is now think-
ing in terms of attack within
weeks, rather than months, there
could be enough time still for
Hussein to avert an attack by re-
versing his interference with U.N.
weapons inspectors.
Clinton met for an hour with
his senior advisers after they held
their own 90-minu- te meeting at the
White House. Participating were
Albright, Defense Secretary Will-
iam Cohen, U.N. Ambassador Bill
Richardson and Sandy Berger, the
president's national security ad- -
40 minutes between Common
Hour and period "D" will allow
certain professors with seminars or
laboratories that might require ad-
ditional time the freedom to begin
class anytime between the end of
Common Hour and 1 :20 p.m.
"We hope that more faculty
will offer classes during period "A"
therefore giving students more
choices in choosing their sched-
ule," said Swit.cr.
Switzer also noted that the
new schedule will give faculty the
opportunity to be in a classroom
well suited for their needs, since
class times will be more evenly
distributed.
Jan. 25, 12:25 a.m. - Unregis-
tered party found in Woodland
Cottages.
Jan. 26, 1:10 p.m. - Excessive
trash reported in a hallway in
Leonard Hall.
Jan. 26, 6:18 p.m. - Medical call
on an injury at the Ernst Center.
Student was seen by the college
physician.
Jan. 27, 4:30 p.m. - Theft of a
camera from a room" in Mather
residence reported.
Compiled by the Ollitc nf Security and
Safety.
Consultation with the allies could be critical
to what kind of action against Iraq is taken,
since, except for Britain, they have wavered
going beyond diplomacy.
viser.
Albright, especially, has
stressed publicly that further inter-
ference by the Iraqi president with
the U.N. weapons inspection com-
mission was unacceptable, and that
the allies would be consulted on
what to do next.
"We've said again and again
we prefer diplomacy, but diplo-
macy isn't working," one official
told The Associated Press. "So at
the meeting, all options were put
on the table. No decision was taken
to do anything at any particular
time."
But the officials, who insisted
on anonymity, said the administra-
tion was edging closer to a mili-
tary action to force Iraq's compli-
ance. One senior administration
Security: Thefts,
vandalism high
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Since July 1 there have been
5 1 thefts and 1 25 acts of vandal-
ism reported. These figures are
15 12 times as high as the twelve
party violations and 88 times as
high as the two unregistered kegs
reported within the same time pe-
riod.
Despite the nature of
Security's concerns, the rumor
that Kenyon will be adding a
separate "police force" with a
BusinessAdvertising Manager: Torsten Seifert, Jason White
Advertisers should eonlacl the BusinessAdvertising Manager for current rates and
further information at (614)427-5.13- 8 or 5.1 .W. All materials should he sent to: Adver-
tising Manager, The Kenyon Collegian, P.O. Box 8.12, Gambicr. Oil. 4.1022.
The BusinessAdvertising Manager may also be reached via e-m- ail at
collegian s' kenyon.edu.
Yearly subscriptions to The Kenyon Collegian are available for $.10. Checks should
be made payable to The Kenyon Collegian and sent to the BusinessAdvertising
Manager.
JODY'S
109 S. MAIN
MOUNT VERNON
397-957- 3
official said allies will be consulted
about the high likelihood of mili-
tary action against Iraq in the next
few weeks unless Hussein allows
full inspections soon.
Richard Butler, who heads
the inspection commission, told
the U.N. Security Council in a
report Friday that Iraq's insis-
tence on limiting access to sus-
pected sites could prevent
completion of the search for hid-
den Iraqi programs.
He said his talks with Tariq
Aziz, the deputy prime minister in
Baghdad, did not sway the Iraqi
government to open presidential
and other sites for searches for
chemical and biological weapons.
Iraq, Butler said, had engaged
in a campaign of "abuse and deni- -
trained police officer on duty is
completely unfounded. "I can
definitely say that Security will
not be making any such
changes," commented Werner.
"Right now, we're more re-
sponsive to students than ever.
We've received 4,99--8 service
calls since I've been here and
none of them have been ignored.
If people have any concerns
about safely, Security is here, 24
hours a day."
MONDAY thru SATURDAY
6 a.m. to 3 p.m.
SUNDAY 8 a.m. to 3 a.m.
$3 DELIVERY CHARGE TO
KENYON
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
SATURDAY BREAKFAST BUFFET
7 a.m. to 2 p.m.
SUNDAY BREAKFAST BUFFET
- 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
Discover, American Express, Mastercard, and Visa accepted
gration" of the commission.
Albright, at a news conference
Friday, said of the impasse: "This
is not something that can last much
longer."
Consultation with the allies
could be critical to what kind of
action against Iraq is taken,
since, except for Britain, they
have wavered going beyond d-
iplomacy.
Russia, France and China
have backed the U.S. in insisting
that Iraq permit unfettered inspec-
tion but have prevented the adop-
tion of tougher resolutions. The
administration, meanwhile, is
striving to maintain a united front
on any moves against Saddam
Hussein, diplomatic or military.
If Clinton decides on military
action, one of his tasks will be to
persuade other leaders that it is
based on Saddam Hussein's def-
iance of the United Nations and
what hiding weapons could mean
to international stability and
not motivated in any way to dis-
tract from the spreading scandal
over allegations he had an affair
with a former White House intern.
INTERESTED IN
WRITING FOR NEWS?
CONTACT DAVE
SHARGEL (SHARGELD).
Filing by PHONE is for YOU
if...
You received the special
TeleFile tax package in the
mail from the IRS andor State
of Ohio
You're expecting an income tax
REFUND and want it FASTI
You owe tax and want to file
now and PAY LATER
You want an EASY way to file
in 10 minutes
You want the most
CONVENIENT way to file
from home, 7 days a week,
24 hours a day
If you CANNOT TeleFile,
OTHER e-fi- le OPTIONS ARE:
AUTHORIZED e-fi- le' Using a Tax
IRS Professional.Look for this signsm when choosing your
PROVIDER tax preparer, or
4-JtJ- rp e-fi- le' From Your
' Personal
Computer. File
electronically from
home. Look for this
logo on the software
package.
Visit us on the Internet:
http:www.irs.ustreas.gov (IRS)
http:www.state.oh.ustax (Ohio
Department of Taxation)
Additional a-fi- la options available
federal lax returns only.
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Years ago in The Collegian
I Blizz4rd KO's Hill; Gambier Sheds Corns
STATE:.
'Tin Halt tatnw la tta MiUry .( tfe By..!!'
Kenyon mkk Collegian
Coal Strike Strains Energy Pool sSrSjEsi
WiKlKCOC
You Never Can Tell
Hagin New IFC Chief
gsrLi jZu.
The Collegian, as it appeared on February 2,1978
Years ago...
10 years ago, January 28, 1988: Campus Senate passed a resolut-
ion recommending that Kenyon allow a "local sorority" to form on
campus. The decision to allow national affiliation would be post-
poned until a subcommittee on Greek life examined the advisabili-
ty of continuing Kenyon's Greek system. The committee embarked
on the task of examining social life at Kenyon before any decision
concerning the future of the Greek system could be made. -
20 years ago, February 2, 1978: A blizzard dumped 23 inches of
snow and brought 50 below wind-chi- ll factors to the Gambier area.
Gasses were cancelled for two days as U.S. President Jimmy Carter
declared the state of Ohio a disaster area. The heroes of the storm,
however were student food service workers who managed to prepare
1 1 meals while regular food service employees were stranded by the
storm.
SO years ago, January 28, 1948: A front page photo reported on
the progress of Kenyon's new fieldhouse. The structure, which once
sat in Camp Lee, Va was dismantled and transported by truck to
Ohio where it was reassembled to its current state.
60 years ago, February 2, 1938: Front page headline reads, "Sound
movies in Rosse Hall nearly reality." Using a gift of $2000, the
college tentatively purchased two projection machines, a screen and
an amplifier. Yet, before any final decisions could be made techni-
cians were brought to the college in order to determine Rosse Hall's
capacity for such equipment.
.
GET A SECOND-SEMESTE- R
SUBSCRIPTION TO
THE COLLEGIAN FOR $15.
I would like a semester s subscription to the Kenyon
Collegian for the 1998 academic year. Enclosed is a.check
for $15. Please send the Collegian to:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
ZIP:
Mail to: Business Manager, The Kenyon Collegian,
Student Activities Center, Gambier, OH, 43022.
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1 Large
Pizza
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l AVAILABLE IN TUN OR
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
,GS?.
Pizza at regular
price and receive
1 lopping i 2nd, 3rd, or 4th
i of equal or lesser
I value for only
$5.00 each!
AVAILABLE IN THIN OR ORKXNAL
1 CRUST
Cmtmmmw
Mt. Vernon
855 Coshocton Ave.
(In Mt. Vernon Plaza next to Revco)
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Clinton: First lady describes
marriage as strong and loving
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
gations and a steely resolve in de-
fense of her husband. She declined
to offer details of the relationships
between the president and
Lewinsky, and said she does not
remember ever meeting her.
Clinton denied having sexual
relations with Lewinsky or urging
her to lie.
Mrs. Clinton characterized
her marriage as strong and loving,
and answered "absolutely not"
when asked if Clinton would ad-
mit "he had caused pain" in their
relationship. In a 1992 interview,
confronted with accusations of an
extramarital relationship, Clinton
conceded he had caused "pain" in
their marriage.
"We've been married for 22
years and I have learned a long
time ago that the only people who
count in any marriage are the two
that are in it," Mrs. Clinton said
Tuesday.
She said the latest charges
were "part of an effort, very
frankly, to undo the results of two
elections. "
"Bill and I have been accused
of almost everything, including
murder, by some of the same
people who are behind these alle-
gations," the first lady said, allud-
ing to the 1993 suicide of White
House aide Vince Foster, after
which there were allegations of
murder. Government investiga-
tions concluded Foster shot him-
self in a park outside Washington.
A lawyer for Paula Jones, who
has accused Clinton of sexual ha-
rassment in a case dating back to
Clinton's days as governor of Ar-
kansas, dismissed talk of a right-win- g
conspiracy.
"Show us the facts; who con-
spired and where?" John White-
head, president of the conservative
Rutherford Institute, said outside
the federal courthouse in Washing-
ton, where he had come to deliver
copies of sworn testimony that
Clinton and Lewinsky had given
in the Jones case.
Senate Majority Leader
Trent Lott responded to Mrs.
Clinton's remarks: "I don't want
to get into an argument with the
wife of the president. But that
kind of allegation is really un-
fair, though, and it's a continua-
tion of a pattern we've seen over
the years anytime something like
this comes up."
"Who's she talking about,
Linda Tripp? Monica Lewinsky?"
Lott asked reporters.
Tripp is said to have taped
Lewinsky's assertions that she
had an affair with the president.
Mrs. Clinton said it was pos-
sible her husband gave gifts to
Lewinsky as she has alleged
but that if true it would be because
he is gregarious and giving to ev-
eryone he meets.
She said she has been asked
why she does not appear more up
i Buy 1 Large
i
set.
"It's not being numb so much
as being very experienced in the
unfortunate mean-spiritedne- ss of
American politics right now."
She went on: "I do believe that
this is a battle. I mean, look at the very
people who are involved in this.They
have popped up in other settings.
"The great story here for any-
body willing to find it and write
about it and explain it, is this vast
right-win- g conspiracy that has been
conspiring against my husband
since the day he announced for
president."
The first lady also said daughter
Chelsea, 1 7, has been holding up well
under the strain on the family. Past at-
tacks on Clinton throughout his po-
litical career have "given her sort of a
grounding to be able to see what this
is and get through it," Mrs. Clinton
said.
HELP WANTED
MenWomen earn $375 weekly processing
assembling Medical I.D. Cards at home.
Immediate openings, your local area.
Experience unnecessary, will train.
Call Medicare! 1-541-3- 86-5290 Ext. 1 18M
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1 Large Fizza 2 loppings
& order of Bread Sticks
$9.99
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1 Large Pizza 2 Toppings
& order of Cheese Sticks
$10.99
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Cuban activists decry
conditions for prisoners
HAVANA (AP) They share
cells with bunk beds stacked three
high. A typical breakfast, sugar
water and bread. Contagious dis-
eases like tuberculosis are not al-
ways treated.
Rights activists and dissidents
hoping for the release of as many
as 200 prisoners whose freedom
Pope John Paul II requested dur-
ing his five-da- y visit to Cuba
say conditions for inmates in com-
munist Cuba's prison system have
worsened with the country's eco-
nomic crisis.
"Hygiene is poor. Potable water
is rare. There are a lot of conta-
gious diseases," said Elizardo
Sanchez, a prominent dissident
who tracks the situation of politi-
cal prisoners as director the Cuban
Commission of Human Rights and
National Reconciliation.
"The conditions have gotten
worse as they have gotten worse
for the entire population," Sanchez
told The Associated Press in an
interview Monday. "While every-
one has found it hard to get food,
for prisoners it is especially bad."
And for those accused of politi-
cal crimes, it may be even worse.
According to Sanchez, they are
routinely confined to their cells
when common criminals are al-
lowed out to do things like join
outdoor work crews.
On a dining room wall in his
home, Sanchez has a map of Cuba
with color-code- d dots and squares
to indicate what he says are some
300 prisons and work camps
across the island. He calls it
"Cuba's gulag."
Prisoners deemed political by
Sanchez include people convicted
of a long list of crimes includ-
ing creating enemy propaganda
New York group upset over libraries'
rejection of marijuana research book
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (AP)
Cheryl Weeks recognized in-
stantly that some people would
take exception to a book that dis-
credits what it calls the "myths"
about marijuana.
In a library, though, a diversity
of viewpoints is a treasured goal.
So Weeks, a Binghamton high
school librarian, said yes to the
book when some of her other peers
said no.
"On most issues, such as abor-
tion, birth control, we try to repre-
sent all sides. This was just one
side of another issue," Weeks said
Monday.
Marijuana Myths, Marijuana
Facts: A Review of the Scientific
Evidence is earning praise as one
of the most comprehensive re-
views ever assembled about re-
search on the drug.
But Binghamton was the only
one of five school districts in up-
state New York to accept the book
when it was offered as a donation
and illegally attempting to leave
Cuba, as well as piracy, sabotage
and espionage.
The government does not recog-
nize the term "polidcal prisoners,"
saying that those who rights activ-
ists refer to are "counter-revolutionarie- s"
who have been impris-
oned with due cause.
While Cuban officials have ac-
knowledged that prison conditions
have worsened in recent years,
they say it is the result of an eco-
nomic crisis affecting all Cubans.
They deny that prisoners are physi-
cally or psychologically tortured.
Jose Miguel Vivanco, execudve
director of the U.S. -- based, non-
profit Human Rights Watch
Americas, said government offi-
cials did not argue about the state
of prison conditions when he and
other rights officials visited here
in 1995.
"They pointed out that the popu-
lation was suffering poor eco-
nomic conditions as well and that
the quality of life for everyone had
been affected," Vivanco said in a
telephone interview from Wash-
ington.
A Cuban worker's breakfast may
consist of a simple cup of coffee,
and even basic medicines such as
aspirin and antibiotics can be
scarce.
During his 1995 visit, Vivanco
and representatives of the French
organization Liberte met with 24
political prisoners as well as Presi-
dent Fidel Castro.
But they were denied permission
to tour any prisons or to talk with
inmates in their cells. All inter-
views were done in prison direc-
tors' offices.
The rights delegation found that
sentences for political prisoners
by a Syracuse-base- d group that
advocates a rethinking of what it
calls the nation's failed drug
policy.
"We don't see it as an advocacy
book. It's a comprehensive review
of the existing literature," said
Nicholas Eyle, execudve director
of ReconsiDer.
ReconsiDer, which includes
doctors, judges and law enforce-
ment officials, offered the book
to high school libraries in five
major upstate cities: Albany,
Binghamton, Buffalo, Rochester
and Syracuse.
Albany and Rochester rejected
the book outright. In Buffalo and
Syracuse, the school districts'
health committees are reviewing
the book but are expected to turn
it down too, said Eyle.
Dave Albert, a spokesman for the
Albany School District, said a vet-
eran librarian reviewed the book
and decided it was "biased and
one-side- d" and was contrary to
had generally grown shorter over
the years, to an average of three or
four years compared to some 10
years in the past, Vivanco said.
After the visit, Castro released
and expelled six inmates, includ-
ing dissident Sebastian Arcos, who
recenUy died in Miami, and jour-
nalist Yndamiro Restano, who
now lives in Venezuela.
Sanchez said his group con-
firmed there are 482 political pris-
oners in Cuba, and in early Janu-
ary sent the Vatican a complete list
of the inmates, their alleged
crimes, and their sentences.
Sanchez himself has been im-
prisoned a total of 8 12 years for
polidcal crimes over three decades,
including a six-ye- ar stretch for
"enemy propaganda."
Suspects sometimes are reported
beaten during arrest, but physical
abuse in prison does not appear
common. Sanchez, for instance,
said he was never physically tor-
tured but suffered "psychological
torture," including frequent stints
in solitary confinement.
While rights activists harshly
criticize Cuba's penaf system,
many say the U.S. embargo against
Cuba has only made conditions for
prisoners and people in general
much more difficult.
"The only solution is for the gov-
ernment of Washington to lift all
the economic sanctions against
Cuba without exception,"
Sanchez said.
"Normalization of diplomatic
relations between the two coun-
tries also could help the general
situation for the Cuban people," he
added. "If you erase the image of
the external enemy, how can you
arrest people for enemy
school curriculum.
Additionally, the high school li-
brary already has a number of
books on marijuana it is collection,
including one that deals directly
with the legalization of marijuana,
Albert said.
"It's a tough situation. We cer-
tainly don't want to censor any-
thing. But on the other hand we
want to make sure that the infor-
mation is presented accurately in
a non-bias- ed way and that both
sides are presented," he said.
The Rochester school district
rejected it on the same grounds, an
official said.
But Eyle scoffs at that reason-
ing, nodng that nearly a third of
the 233-pag- e book is devoted to
reference citations covering more
than three decades of studies.
It has earned praise from a wide
spectrum of reviewers ranging
from conservative William F.
Buckley Jr. to Rolling Stone maga-
zine editor in chief Jann Wenncr.
Si! i,,tl i
Fishing helps students get good grades
SPRJNGDALE, Ark. (AP) When student counselor Ron Duncan
started the Central Junior High School fishing club in 1983, he never
imagined it would lead to similar clubs being established all around
the United States and abroad.
In 1988, the Future Fishermans' Foundation launched its national
"Hooked on Fishing, Not Drugs" program, modeled after the Cen-
tral Junior High fishing club.
In the past few years Duncan has helped get a "Hooked on Fish-
ing" program started in Guam and Denmark, as well as schools around
the country.
The 45-year-- old educator has no idea how many schools around
the world have adopted the program, or how many thousands of
students are involved. But he knows the opportunity to go fishing
can inspire students to shine in the classroom.
"The idea is, if you get kids to do their homework and come to
school regularly, it becomes a habit," Duncan said.
Edmonds celebrated 'common man
UTICA, N.Y. (AP) The key to Walter D. Edmonds' longtime
success as an author was in giving "the common man his due," says
a college professor who has helped keep Edmonds' work in the public
eye.
Edmonds, who drew on upstate New York's rich history and his own
keen observations of early rural life, is best known for the classic,
"Drums Along the Mohawk."
Concord, Mass. He was 94.
"Edmonds was one of the great regional writers in this century in
America," said Utica College English professor Frank Bergmann,
who edited a series of reprints of Edmonds' work for Syracuse
University Press.
"What made him popular and
common man his due ... he never had an attitude," Bergmann said
Monday.
Edmonds was born July 15, 1903, at the family's summer retreat and
farm near the Black River in northern Oneida County. His father was
a patent lawyer in New York City, and though Edmonds easily could
have been a city boy, it was the country that nurtured his soul. And his
writing.
"(My) life belonged far more to the farm than with my own family,"
the author once wrote.
Edmonds attended Harvard University, where his father had hoped
he would become a chemical engineer. But poor grades in chemistry
ave him reason to chart a new
Israeli scholar says new site
of dead sea scroll sect found
EIN GEDI, Israel (AP) An
stone huts he unearthed in the Judean hills is a settlement of Essenes
the scholar-monk- s who wrote the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Yizhar Hirschfeld's findings are being hotiy contested by scholars
who uphold the traditional view: that the Essenes were based at
Qumran, near the caves where the 2,000-year-o- ld scriptures were
found.
Hirschfeld, of Hebrew University, told reporters on a tour Monday
that about 25 members of the sect lived in cells made of limestone
boulders shoved together to make cave-lik- e rooms big enough for
one. A communal kitchen and a large ritual bath were nearby.
Standing on a ledge 200 yards above the Ein Gedi kibbutz and its
stands of date palms, Hirschfeld said the Essenes raised a now-extin- ct
tree called Balsam, the aromatic sap of which was used to make
perfume a favorite in Rome and even of Queen Cleopatra in Egypt.
"They may have been scholarly, but what we see from this site is
that they were mostly engaged in agriculture," said Hirschfeld.
The monastic order sought refuge in this barren cliffside, which has
a sweeping view of the sky-blu- e waters of the salt sea and the stark
beauty of the jagged hills of ancient Moab now Jordan on the
horizon.
"It was not for the bread but for the soul that they came here," he
said.
Pottery found in the cells is of a type that existed in the A.D. 70-10- 0
period, a period when Roman historians such as Josephus Flavius
and Pliny the Elder wrote about
A glass perfume bottle found
that the Essenes made perfume. So do the remnants of a perfume
factory in the valley below.
Most convincing for Hirschfeld, however, is a description of the
Essene setdement by Pliny the Elder, a Roman officer who visited
about A.D. 75 when the Romans were crushing a Jewish revolt. Ac-
cording to interpretations cited by Hirschfeld, the account said the
destroyed town of Ein Gedi was "lying below the Essenes" on the
west bank of the Dead Sea.
He died Saturday at his home in
beloved was his way of giving the
course in English.
Israeli archaeologist says a cluster of
the Essenes.
in one of the cells supports the idea
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BOUND IN A
NUTSHELL
7i30p.m.
Gund Commons Lounge
At Kenyon
THEATER
Tomorrow Bound in a Nutshell. 7:30 p.m. Gund Commons Lounge
Feb. 5 - 6 A Midsummer Night's Dream. 8 p.m. Bolton Theater
EVENTS
Tonight KCES Nature Series: Prairie Wildflowers. 7:30 p.m. KCES
Tomorrow $4 Pancake Supper. 5:30 - 7 p.m. Parish House
Tomorrow Band: Third Wish. 9:30 p.m. Philander's Pub
Saturday Pete Mill's Jazz Quintet Concert. 3 p.m. Rosse Hall
Sunday Alumni Panel on Careers in Biology. 4 p.m. Pierce Lounge
Feb. 3 Dessert and Discussion: Culture and Sexuality. 8 p.m. Snowden
Multicultural Center
Feb. 5 "Evolution of an Undergraduate Research Program: A True Story," by
Oscar Will. Common Hour Higley Auditorium
Feb. 5 "Conversations in the Gallery," featuring Barry Gunderson's exhibit,
"The Lighter Side of Darkness." Common Hour Olin Auditorium
Feb. 6 Women's Voices in Francophone Poetry, by Jean Blacker. 4: 1 5 p.m. Cro- -
zier Center
Feb. 6 Philander's Phling. 9:30 p.m. Gund Commons
Feb. 7 KCES Nature Series: Drying Flowers. 2 p.m. KCES
Feb. 7 Philander's Phling. 10 p.m. 2 a.m. Pierce Hall
Feb. 8 Recital: Flutist, Jenine Lewis '98. 4 p.m. Rosse Hall
Feb. 8 St Valentine's Day Workshop. 1 p.m. Craft Center
Feb. 10 "Nutrition and Athletic Performance," by Tracy and Florence Schermer.
Common Hour Higley Auditorium
Feb. 10 Dessert and Discussion: Culture and Class. 8 p.m. Snowden
Multicultural Center
FILMS
Tomorrow Gimme Shelter. 8 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Saturday Thelonius Monk: Straight, No Chaser. 8 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Sunday Holocaust Film. 7 p.m. Olin Auditorium
Feb. 4 She's Gotta Have It 10:15 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Feb. 11 Rosewood. 10:15 p.m. Higley Auditorium
LECTURES
Feb. 3 "Biotechnology, the Human Genome Project, and the Future of Biology,"
by Harvey Lodish. 8 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Feb. 4 "The Dalai Lama's Demonic Dilemma," by Donald Cooper, Jr. 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
Feb. 4 "Erythropoietin, the Erythropoietin Receptor, and the control of Red-Ce- ll
Production," by Harvey Lodish. 4:15 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Feb. 10 Columnist, Arianna Huffington. 7 p.m. Higley Auditorium
EXHIBITS
Now
- Feb. 26 "The Lighter Side of Darkness," by Barry Gunderson. 8:30 a.m.
Midnight. Olin Gallery
Feb. 7 Kenyon Student Photography. 3 - 5 p.m. KCES
DIVERSIONS
Aren't you glad you use it?
Don't you wish everyone did?
E-M-
ail the Collegian to put your event on the Diversions Page
The Kenyon Collegian 5
DIVERSIONS
a weekly listing of local and regional events
January 29 - February 1 2
Off the Hill
THEATER
Feb. 5 - 8 BOB. Wexner Center. Call 292-353- 5
Now -- Feb. 6 Skylight. Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park. Call (5 1 3) 345-225- 4
EVENTS
Now - Feb. 20 Representing Art History: An Exhibition in Three Chapters.
Denison University Art Gallery
Jan. 3 1 1998 Winter Championship Tractor Pull. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Ohio Expo Cen
ter
FILMS
The following movies are playing at Colonial Cinemas in Mount Vernon. Call 393-354- 2
for more information.
FOR RICHER OR POORER (Tim Allen, Kirstie Alley) A rich couple, after learn-
ing they owe millions to the IRS, flee New York and find a simpler way of life in Amish
Pennsylvania.
MOUSEHUNT (Nathan Lane, Christopher Walken) Two brothers who inherited
an old country house discover they must fight with a mouse in order to sell the prop-
erty.
AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN PARIS (Tom Everett Scott) Cult sequel to "An
American Werewolf in London." The story continues when the daughter of the original
characters meets an American tourist.
ANASTASIA (Meg Ryan, John Cusack) Animated. A princess finds trouble in Paris
when she goes there to remember her past.
The following movies are opening elsewhere:
Opening tomorrow:
CHINESE BOX (Jeremy Irons) A journalist becomes obsessed with the story of a
professional hustler he meets while in China.
DECEIVER (Tim Roth) An Ivy League graduate is lured into a web of murders.
DEEP RISING (Treat Williams) A group of mercenaries discover a cruise ship in-
habited by sea creatures.
DESPERATE MEASURES (Michael Keaton, Andy Garcia) A police detective must
protect the life of a fugitive who has the matching bone marrow that will save the life of
the detective's son.
GREAT EXPECTATIONS (Ethan Hawke, Gwyneth Paltrow) Modern day version
of Charles Dickens' classic tale of a young boy who comes of age.
INCOGNITO (Jason Patric) An art forger, charged with murder, must find an art
critic who is able to tell an original from a fake so that he can prove his innocence.
PHANTOMS (Peter O'Toole) Based on the novel by Dean Koontz. Four survivors
must stop an ancient force threatening to end mankind.
TWO GIRLS AND A GUY (Robert Downey, Jr.) Two women discover they have
shared the same boyfriend for over a year.
ZERO EFFECT (Bill Pullman, Ryan O'Neal) A femme fatale seduces a supersleuth
in order to deter him from her evil ways.
Movie dates and descriptions courtesy of Entertainment Columbus.
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'Faith' series is
diversity in action
The 'Faces of Faith' series should serve as a helpful
reminder for what it means to put diversity into practice
On Tuesday morning, Philomathesian was filled with people
eager to discuss diversity at Kenyon, particularly the Office of
Admissions' efforts to recruit a diverse class. The running dialogue
on the diversity issue has continued since last year, to the point some
members of the community may be wondering what new places these
colloquia are going to take us.
This morning another panel was scheduled, with two seniors and
one professor discussing how their Jewish faith and heritage affect
their lives. It was the first of three "Faces of Faith" discussions,
sponsored by the Board of Campus Ministries, and it emphasizes
another type of diversity at Kenyon. Over the next two weeks.
Catholic and Protestant students, faculty, staff and clergy will also be
sharing how their religious convictions shape who they are.
Kenyon is a very secular place. While many religious groups do
exist, they often speak primarily to themselves. This series is unique
because members of the Kenyon community with religious convic-
tions are exploring and sharing their differences.
Both dialogues, the colloquia on difference and the "Faces of
Faith" series, are important ones. What's refreshing about the "Faces
of Faith" series is that it isn't forced, or mandated to be necessary by
the powers that be. It is simply the Kenyon community sharing the
richness of its many faiths. On one end, with the colloquia on
difference, we're talking about why we must talk about diversity. On
the other end, with the "Faith" series, we're just talking. That'd be a
nice feeling to have the next time any of us walk into the remaining
three colloquia on difference.
fbffice: Chase Tower t the top of Peirce Hall's main stairway
i l: "ITTMailing address: The Kenyon Collegian, student Activities center, uaiiiuici,
43022.
Business address: P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022
E-m- ail address: collegiankenyon.edu
WWW address: http:www.kenyon.edupuoscollegian
Phone numbers: (614) 427-533- 8, 5339
The opinion page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant
to the campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this page belong only
to the writer. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Kenyon
Collegian staff. Voice from the Tower is used when a member of the Kenyon Collegian
staff wishes to express a personal opinion apart from the staff as a whole. All members
of the community are welcome to express opinions through a letter to the editors. The
Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted for length and clarity.
The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be
signed by individuals, not organizations, and must be 200 words or less. Letters must
also be received no later than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian
prints as many letters as possible each week subject to space, interest and appropriateness.
Members of the editorial board reserve the right to reject any submission. The
Collegian also will consider publishing letters which run considerably beyond 200
words. If such a letter meets the above criteria of space, interest and appropriateness,
the author will be notified and the letter will be published as a guest column.
The Kenyon Collegian is published weekly while the college is in session, except
during examination and vacation periods. The views expressed in the paper do not
necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR THE COLLEGIAN?
We're looking for new reporters and writers to Join our
staff for the second semester. If Interested, contact the
COLLEGIAN through e-m- ail or talk to any staff member.
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Why is Kenyon so miserable?
BY BEN VORE
Editor in Chief
February is coming up. I've
heard the word transfer about five
times in the last week.
For whatever reason, I've
found myself talking to a lot of
people lately who are really strug-
gling with why they're at Kenyon.
Sometimes the conversations start
over dinner, sometimes tucked
away in dorm rooms on late, cold
nights when everyone burrows in.
But lately Kenyon just seems to be
in a huge funk.
Maybe it' s because I' m an RA,
but I hear a lot of freshman tossing
the word franjeraround fairly fre-
quently. When I think back on it,
my roughest stretch freshman year
was right when second semester
began. It's just that time of year
when the little cracks and seams of
Kenyon, the stuff you didn't sweat
three months ago, really start to
show. Nothing brings out the paint
chips on this place like February.
It's more than just how cold
and bleak the season is though. I
think it has to do with where Feb-
ruary falls during the school year.
It comes in that perilous space'
somewhere in the middle, well past
the beginning but hopelessly dis-
tant from the finish line. It comes
in that space where it's easiest to
get lost
And lately, it seems like a
frightening number of people are
doing just that The more I talk to
people coming from many dif-
ferent places, all with different
expectations and experiences at
Kenyon the more I'm amazed at
how many people seem unhappy .
One person called Kenyon "poi--
Fve found myself talking to a lot of people
lately who are struggling with why they're at
Kenyon. One person even called Kenyon
"poison for my soul."
son for my soul." Every negative
statement is usually prefaced with
"I mean, Kenyon' s a great place..."
or "There'sso much here forme...",
but what follows is a comment on
any number of ailments Kenyon
has: how small it is (both physi-
cally and socially), how intense it
can be, how pointless it can seem.
And maybe that's where the
real problem lies. Kenyon is a lib-
eral arts school, intended to teach
us how to think and perceive and
react to the world out there. But
that' s exactly where the world is
out there. I've heard people talk
about how Kenyon is like camp.
We're all here for some reason, we
get homesick occasionally, we have
a good time, we meet fascinating
people and learn a lot, and then we
say goodbye and go figure out what
to do with our lives.
Is it really that cynical? Maybe
we're all just whiners. It's fright-
ening to think some of us can reel
off dozens of things we don't like
here, and yet at the end of every
argument there's a little unspoken
postscript, Oh by the way, I'm pay-
ing $27,000 to feel this good!
The thing is, it's also like ev-
eryone is afraid to come out and
say it I don't like it here. Kenyon
students are awfully good at grit-
ting their teeth. Regardless of how
much adversity we face, it's al-
most like someone set a standard
about how much we should take
and not complain about Kenyon is
good at heaping guilt on you if you
think you've got it harder than the
next person, since the next person
is usually coming off his or her
second straight all-night- er. So the
unspoken message seems to be,
Just deal.
The other thing is, this place
can really dazzle sometimes. I have
friends going abroad or who are
abroad now, who talked about how
much they would need to flee
Kenyon for at least a semester, yet
when I hear from them they talk
about how much they miss it If
this place is really so unbearable.,
how come we miss it so much
when we're away?
In Alma Mater, P.F. Kluge
used the analogy of Kenyon being
like "traveling cabin class on a
sinking ship." He also talks of the
way Kenyon can one day seem
"oddly dispensable," the next "the
center of my life." I'm not sure
there's any better way to describe
its strangely schizophrenic nature.
Some days I catch a hot streak and
love this place and the people and
the kind of unspoken understand-
ing everyone has that there's
something about Gambier the
world will never know about or
understand, and it's our little se-
cret Some days I get cold and
wonder why on earth Gambier even
exists. Unfortunately there's rarely
any better time to get cold than
February, and that's the month up
next on the calendar.
http:vVw.kenyon.edupubscoUeg
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Book Store is losing its niche at Kenyon
During a recent visit to cam-
pus, I picked up a copy of the
November 1997 issue of the Ob-
server. In it, Mark Rich detailed the
sad saga of the Kenyon Book Store,
which is quickly losing its place as
the social center of campus. The
article was adisappoin ting reminder
of what has happened there.
Kenyon, over the past decades,
has changed quite dramatically. I
do not think anyone will deny that.
Because of this Kenyon has pro-
duced generations of alumni who
mutter through gritted teeth, "It's
not like it was when I was there. I
don't like it anymore." Not want-
ing to jump on that particular
bandwagon, I say, "I'm glad
Kenyon has changed. Stagnancy is
bad for anything, especially
Kenyon College." Even the Book
Store should change. It should
evolve. (Notice I did not say "de-
volve.") It should move forward to
meet the students' changing needs
and desires. It should be there for
the students, not the tourists.
The new direction that Book
Store Manager Jack Finefrock has
decided to move towards over the
past couple ofyears, however, does
not seem to serve this purpose.
This is not to say that I don't like
used books. I love them. I collect
them. Few things give me greater
pleasure than going into quaint
bookshops and talking with the
owners about their books, where
one can always learn something
new. Initially I was glad to see the
addition of more used books to the
Book Store (it used to be limited to
one very small shelf in the back).
Then the heavens opened up and
we were inundated with musty old
books, quickly filling up every last
crumb of space. Books on every
topic from The Aeneid to zoology.
A "rare book collector's heaven,"
right? I think not. Good for
Kenyon? Definitely not.
From a collector's point of
view, the Kenyon Book Store of-
fers little. The books, for the most
part, are not of high quality. I used
to frequent Pengwin Books (it was
just down the road from my home
in Columbus) before Finefrock
absorbed them. It was a great shop,
filled to the brim with high quality
books. Where did these go? I re-
member racks of beautiful, old,
leather-boun- d tomes, a wonderful
selection of modern literature, and
scads of truly rare books. They are
not, however, currently adorning
the shelves of the Kenyon Book
Store. I suspect the owners of the
now-defun- ct Pengwin Books sold
off their "good stuff before dump-
ing the rest off on Mr. Finefrock.
Moreover, to a bibliophile, 75
percent of the joy of collecting is
the experience. The small store-
front display filled with memorable
books from our youths. The older
gentlemen who kindly knocks 10
bucks off that first edition
Hemingway you've been eyeing.
The warm, comforting smell of an
old book (which differs gready
from the smell of grandma's attic,
which saturates the stock of the
Book Store). Kenyon's Book Store
-- simply does not offer that same
experience. Instead we are forced
to wind our way through overly-crowde- d
aisles, only to be
disappointed that find the book we
has a banged up cover and loose
pages. This kind ofdisappointment
is unbearable to a book collector
(perhaps second only to the disap-
pointment of a disabled book
collector who can't even attempt
to find the book he or she is after).
In the end, rather than reveling in
the ecstasy of a successful hunt,
I'm left hoping the bookstore
doesn't burn down before I can
find my way out the exit.
Yes, Mr. Finefrock, used book
sales are up. Logic would demand
this since the number of used books
offered has also increased. But in
my semiannual visit to the Kenyon
Book Store, I have yet to hear a
student brag about the used books.
In fact, I do not think I have ever
seen a student purchase one. I also
don' t see dozens of students sitting
at tables in the back room, meet-
ing, studying, relaxing, and buying
coffee anymore. This destruction
of the social center that was the
Book Store has, I'm sure, had dra-
matic effects on the sales of food
items to students. Why buy at the
Book Store? Since you can no
longer sit and enjoy your Snickers
and Snapple there, why not get it
cheaper at the Village Market?
That the Book Store has
changed does not have to be bad.
In this case, however, I think it is.
Historically, the Kenyon Book
Store (the "greatest on earth," re
member?) has been a gathering
place. It is a place where students,
faculty, administration, staff and
local residents meet and become
friends. It is where some of the
most interesting and intellectually
stimulating discussions take place.
And I like it that way. Yes, it is a
business, and it does raise money
for the scholarship fund, but does
this warrant such dramatic
changes? Should profit, even in
the name of financial aid, be the
sole objective of the Book Store?
As a student who benefited greatly
from financial aid, I still say, and
with great emphasis, no.
In my mind, the Book Store as
the social center of campus shares
a place in the "Kenyon Experi-
ence" with the gravel on Middle
Path, the Great Hall in Peirce, and
the cheerful ladies in the Gund
lunchroom. It is the kind of thing
that is meant to be preserved. It is
one of the few consistencies that
we alumni look forward to return-
ing to each year. It is a place where
decisions about change should be
made with extra caution and, more
importantly, for the right reasons.
J.H. St John, '89
Systems manager defends intent of his e-m- ail
I would like to take this opportunity to
respond to Eric Bescak's article "The Foul
Stench of Censorship."
I have always felt that journalists have
the responsibility to research and under-
stand any subject they choose to write
about I feel that this applies to the editorial
process as well. I certainly do not want to
read the opinion of someone that hasn' t the
vaguest idea of what they are talking about
Mr. Bescak seems to have completely
missed the point of my ALLSTU and then
taken my statements completely out of
context. He then failed to contact me and
ask me to clarify what I had said. Since many
people at Kenyon do not receive ALLSTUs
or often delete them without reading them, it
might have been beneficial to include my
original message with the column.
To summarize, the basic point of my e-m- ail
was to point out that students were not
the only members of the Kenyon commu-
nity that receive ALLSTUs and that many
people, students included have voiced con-
cern over the appropriate use of the ALLSTU
distribution list Discussion regarding this
particular distribution list has often reached
such fevered intensity that members ot tne
school's administration have contemplated
restricting its use. My message then at-
tempted to point out that e-m- ail and its
components are tools, and like any tool, they
can be misused. Our actions do not occur
unobserved, and someday, someone may
simply decide to pull the plug on what they
perceive to be misuse of a tool. I would
prefer to not see this happen (I stated this
quite succincdy in my message).
It should come as no surprise to you
that I received an enormous amount of e-m- ail
regarding my ALLSTU. What may
surprise you is that 44 messages were from
College has right to restrict e-m- ail
"I do not feel there is a problem with the
pattern of e-m- ail use at Kenyon and I can't
imagine many do." Eric Bescak, The
Kenyon Collegian, 12298.
The ALLSTU utility on the VAX is a
powerful tool. There are excellent uses for
it, including notifications of changes in
course offerings and announcements of
all-camp-
us events. However, it can cer-
tainly be misused. I tire of being informed
that so-and-- so turns 19 today. (Great, happy
birthday, whoever you are. I'm glad your
friends care, but I wish they 'd cared enough
to make up their own .dis list of people who
actually know you.) I get really tired of
people looking for rides to the airport.
(Look, I'm sorry that you don' t have a car.
Neither do I. But I bet you know someone
with a car, and even if you don't what
happened to Newscope? Or the ride board
in Peirce? Or the ride board on the web,
www.kenyon.edulocalride
welcome.htm?) My point is that there are
definitely inappropriate uses of the ability
to reach all students at once, and I think that
the recent flurry of messages about the
"Gund Incident" is only the most egregious
such example.
The college is well within its rights to
impose restrictions on the use of the
ALLSTU utility they provide it. This is
censorship, according to a dictionary defini-
tion, but not a violation of our rights. It is not
suppression of our freedom of speech by the
state; it's a demand for common sense and
courtesy. The administration is under no
obligation to provide us with distribution
lists; we have no inherent right to them.
They are not preventing us from expressing
ourselves, they are simply telling us that
they do not wish to choose to aid us in
irresponsible behavior. No one has said that
you cannot send silly, pointless or mis-
guided e-m- ails to everyone ... if you really
care enough to do the work required to set up
your own distribution list And no one has
said that you cannot express hateful, big-
oted, racist sexist ignorant or simply
immature opinions, though you may have to
send them from a non-Keny- on e-m- ail ad-
dress or make up flyers and distribute them
yourself, if content restrictions are placed
on VAX e-m- ail usage.
Censorship has become a politically
hot word, easy to invoke when one wishes to
stir up strong feelings. Let's not forget that
each of us practices censorship on a daily
basis, in deciding what we say and what
thoughts to keep to ourselves. Do you, in
telling your parents about life at Kenyon,
include every detail about what you say and
do? Or do you, perhaps, leave a few particu-
lars unshared? There is nothing wrong with
censorship, in and of itself; it is the suppres-
sion of freedom of speech by the state that
the Bill of Rights prohibits. The college, as
a private organization, has every right to
limit what extra forms of mass communica-
tion it provides.
IfKenyon ever prohibits calling a meet-
ing to discuss something, or if the
administration prohibits mass-mailin- gs
(through the U.S. Postal Service), or ifpost-
ers or flyers offensive to no occupant of a
room are confiscated by Kenyon's Security
officers ... then I'll join you in a crusade. As
it is, if you have something you want to say
and ICS won't help you ... find a method
more creative than the tired old ALLSTU.
Karen Downey '98
students who wholeheartedly support and
endorse the restriction and censorship of
ALLSTU. I received one e-m- ail from a
member of the administration, one from a
student who wasn't completely comfort-
able with the way I addressed the situation,
and two were from merry drunks who
couldn' t resist saying something foolish. I
would be more then happy to share these
with the Collegian.
Mr. Bescak envisions me wielding
the mighty sword of censorship over my
head and threatening to impose order on
what I perceive to be a lawless, undisci-
plined collection of malcontents. This is
an effective and striking image to paint,
especially since it seems to be his intent to
illustrate me as a villain intent on taking
away the fun toys and forcing everyone to
"conform." Let's ignore the fact that I do
not have the authority to do this simply on
my own whim.
Let's face it Mr. Bescak knows noth-
ing about me and made no attempt
whatsoever to learn. He also failed to un-
derstand the point of my message. He read
into my e-m- ail what he wanted to see and
sallied forth to battle the perceived foe of
his First Amendment rights. Had he sim-
ply taken the time to actually read and
comprehend my message, he would have
found that what I said, and what he feels
are not so different after all.
So what do you say Eric, let's have
some coffee, talk about e-m- ail and reread
the original again (I can bring a copy since
I am pretty sure you deleted yours). I think
maybe you missed the point and I would
like to help you understand. Inversely, I
might concede that it is possible that my
statements could have been taken out of
context Of course, you will have to build
a pretty strong case for that to happen.
Dan Frederick
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To go or not to go: Study abroad
As the off-camp- us study deadline approaches, former study abroad participants reflect o their experiences
BY MICHELLE SANTANGELO
Senior Staff Writer
Every year, a third of the jun-
ior class scatters across the globe
from the Costa Rican rainforests to
Israel. Returning students rate their
off-camp-
us studies as one of their
most positive undergraduate expe-
riences.
"I could use the cliche that it
changed my life, but it did," said
Ryan P. McDermott '98, an En-
glish major who studied in London.
"At Kenyon they keep sort of a
lock and key on you, they keep you
motivated. It was definitely the
best thing I' ve ever done. You have
.
to fit in, you have to adapt."
"You can pick out a crowd of
Americans wherever you go," said
Molly Harsh '99. "You need to
learn that what may be the norm
here, may not be the norm there,
and not to look like a tourist the
whole time. You modify your be-
havior."
Kathleen McCormally '98
time off--campus exemplifies how
it can change a person' s life. Double
majoring in English and molecular
biology, McCormally refocused
her life while in New Zealand
studying at the University ofOtago.
"When I went toNew Zealand,
I was taking some education classes
and no science. I think being in a
completely differentculture helped
me to clarify how I felt about my-
self, what my goals were," said
McCormally, who dropped mo-
lecular biology to create a synoptic
major combining education and
science.
"The United States is so big,
and has been self-sufficie- nt for so
many years that the students don't
know how things are done outside
of their experiences," said Marilyn
Tibetan expert explains 'Dilemma'
BY HEATHER GRIGSBY
StaffWriter
In today's volatile world cli-
mate, Tibet can easily be inserted
into the headlines. If you want to
learn the five W's of Tibet and
explore the Tibetan situation be-
yond its surface, Donald Lopez,
professor of Buddist and Tibetan
Studies at the University of Michi-
gan, is a renowned expert. Lopez
will be giving the Storer Lecture
on Feb. 4 at 8 p.m in Higley Audi-
torium, entitled "The Dali Lama's
Demonic Dilemma".
The lecture is sponsored by
the Asian Studies Program, but the
idea originated last year when
former Visiting Professor of Reli-
gion Laurie McMillan approached
Ruth Dunnell, Storer professor of
asian history, last year about hav-
ing Lopez come to speak. Dunnell
then contacted Lopez.
Dunnell said of the lecture, "I
think it will have broad appeal
precisely because Americans are
so obsessed with Tibet, and that's
r nf .t It"
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Barabara Hamlet and Marilyn Stokes
Stokes, Kenyon' s Assistant Direc-
tor of International Studies. "It
opens their eyes to different ways
of living and teaching."
Barbara Hamlet, Director of
International Education, said, "One
of the things that students always
stress is that wider point of view
they've gained. It's pushing them
on to bigger and better things than
they ever thought possible."
The OCS office has files on
over 200 approved programs of
which Kenyon students may take
advantage, but many science stu-
dents regard study abroad
impossible.
"I think too many people don't
realize that they can be science
majors and go away," said Melisa
Holman '99, who spent last semes-
ter in Costa Rica. An honors
biology major with a concentra-
tion in environmental science,
Holman emphasizes planning for
science students who want to study
off campus.
"I've known since my junior
good because this is precisely the
kind of thing they need to learn and
hear about; not only that it's just
fascinating all by itself I think."
Along with the complexity and
romance of the Tibetian situation,
Lopez intends to speak about how
he became involved in his research
and the intriguing people he has
interviewed in conjunction with
this research.
Lopez received his B.A.,
M.A., and Ph.D. in Religious Stud-
ies (Buddist Studies) from the
University of Virginia and has been
a member of the University of
Michigan's Department of Asian
Languages and Cultures since
1989. Lopez also contributes to a
number of journals including The
Tibetian Journal and Buddhism in
Practice. Lopez is the author of
several books, the latest of which
is entitled Prisoners of Shangri-La- :
Tibetian Buddhism and the
West. This book explores and ex-
poses the way Tibet is romanticized
and discusses controversies over
sharing power and authority. It
year ofhigh school that I wanted to
go and study biology in a Spanish
speaking country," Holman said.
"Doing honors, it felt like I was
jumping into a big hole when I
came back, but it was worth it.
Now I have this whole area of
knowledge that I couldn't have
gotten at Kenyon."
Although Holman studied the
Spanish language, her science
classes were taught in English. This
provision bridges one concern,
since scientific terminology is
rarely covered in language classes.
Other students mentioneed how
exciting it was to be immeirsed in
situations they have only previ-
ously encountered in textbooks.
Harsh, who studied in
Amsterdam, said, "It was really
interesting to see the European
Union in the context ofa country in
the Union."
"Sweden is such a socialist
state, and I went there with this
idealistic view: they have univer-
sal health care, there's no poverty.
V
Public Afiain
Dona Lopez
"makes us understand Tibetans as
real", said Dunnell.
Lopez is the editor-in-chi- ef of
the Journal of the International
Association ofBuddist Studies. He
is fluent in Tibetian and knows the
many dimensions of the religious
texts. "He is a superb scholar. There
aren't many experts on Tibet and
he is certainly one of the top ones,"
said Dunnell.
The Storer Lecture is named
for trustee James P. Storer whose
endowment aids in supporting this
lecture.
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Kate Bennett
But they have so many inefficien-
cies," said Hayden Smith '99.
"They have such a different
mindset; the most conservative
party in Sweden would be like
communism in this country."
Jeanne Grossman 98 spent
half of last year in Israel, studying
the Israeli-Palestini- an peace pro-
cess. She said, "It was fun finding
the pieces of the culture that I did
understand, having been raised in
a Jewish home ... but what was
hard was seeing the blatant racism
and knowing that with some people
I was talking to, if they had known
I was Jewish, the conversation
would have been over."
Random
How has the winter weather affected your mood
or academics?
s.
:
. v..
Photos by Sara Shea
.
'I could use the cliche that
it changed my life, but it
did'
Ryan P. McDermott '98
Returning to Kenyon gives
students a chance to process what
they have gained by their travels. It
can also create culture shock.
"I was miserable for two
weeks," said McDermott. "It was
so anticlimactic after being
abroad."
"You want to tell everyone
about your experiences there, but
you can't there are no words for
it, and that in itself is frustrating,"
said Holman. "I have this other
part of me now. It's been hard."
For Ehren Reed '99, her re-
turn to Kenyon was somewhat
unexpected. This past fall she lived
in Colombia through the CEUCA
program, and planned to stay all
year. However, with the upcoming
elections in Colombia, Kenyon
canceled the program, and Reed is
back on campus.
"Personally, I miss my friends
in Colombia. I miss speaking Span-
ish terribly. I miss, I guess, the
excitement," said Reed. "Every-
day I have a new idea or a new
reflection on what-n-t means to be
back and what it was to be there."
Moments
Steve Ashcroft '01
I like to remedy the win-
ter blues by playing
ultimate frisbee naked.
Liz Gray "00
As long as I can wear a
short skirt, I'll never be
affected by the winter
blues.
Jerrod Jacobs '01
I find that I fall into
many more manholes as
I stare off into the mys-
terious blue-gre- y.
Blair Henneke '01
It's the cold that really
gets to me. I don't know
how I am going to make
it through February.
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Kenyon alum named Howard Hughes Lecturer
Harvey Lodish to speak on the Human Genome Project and the possibilities of biotechnology
BY GRANT SCHULERT
Features Editor
Harvey Lodish '62, professor
of biology at Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, will speak at
Kenyon on Tuesday and Wednes-
day as part of the Howard Hughes
Distinguished B iomedical Lecturer
Series.
On Tuesday at 8 pm in Higley
Auditorium, he will speak on "B io-technol- ogy,
the Human Genome
Project, and the Future of Biol-
ogy." On Wednesday at 4:15 in
Higley Auditorium, he will give a
research lecture on "Erythropoi-
etin, the Erythropoietin Receptor,
and the Control of Red-Ce- ll Pro-
duction."
Lodish' s Tuesday talk will
focus not so much on the science of
biotechnology but the potential
advances made possible by mo-
lecular biology.
He will discuss the new kinds
of medicine that are being devel-
oped as well as the possibilities
unlocked by the Human Genome
Project, which is an attempt to cata-
logue the complete human genetic
code.
"One of the products of the
Human Genome Project will be
drugs with fewer side effects than
Kenyon plans series of four diversity colloquiaJ "Talking in the Hallways,"
BY DENISE WONG
Senior Staff Writer
The community-consciou-s or
simply curious will find interest in
the "Colloquia on Difference at
Kenyon," a four-pa- rt series of
Common Hour discussions that
began last Tuesday and will con-
tinue over the next three consecu-
tive Tuesday's in Ascension Hall
220. These are the end product of
the colloquia on difference begun
in October.
Each of the four colloquia is
designed to focus on a specific area
of difference as it relates to the
Kenyon community. Students, fac-
ulty and administrative staff serve
as panelists and begin the discus-
sion with a description of the
college's efforts toward enhancing
difference in the context of the area
being addressed. After the open-
ing remarks the panelists field
questions from those in attendance
and discuss the issues raised for the
remainder of the hour.
Tuesday's colloquium fo-
cused on admissions. Professor of
Psychology and Chair of the Com-
mittee on Academic Standards
Michael Levine and Dean of Ad-
missions John Anderson com-
prised the panel.
Anderson said the Admissions
Office encompasses a broad con-
cept of diversity when admitting
students, including factors such as
the personal talents and geo-
graphic, racial and economic back-
ground of prospective students.
Levine said the admissions
'These are topics of broad general interest such
as the Human Genome Project and cloning. Issues
he will discuss affect all of us. Our health, how
long we live, even our insurance rates'
Associate Professor of Biology
Joan Slonczewski
available at present, as well as many
new types of drugs for diseases
that currently cannot be treated,"
he said.
"A second product will be a
full appreciation of human diver-
sity. The project will identify genes
that control many subtle human
characteristics and genes that pre-
dispose individuals to a variety of
diseases. While current medicine
is limited to treating all persons
with a particular disease as if they
were one individual, advances in
biomedicine will allow disease to
be treated as it manifests itself dif-
ferently in each individual," he said.
According to Associate Pro-
fessor of Biology Joan
Slonczewski, Lodish's lecture will
focus on "topics of broad general
interest such as the Human Ge
nome Project and cloning. Issues
I 1
NVHAT: Campus Colloquia on
Diversity
VhEN: Next three Tuesday
Common Hours
VHERE: Ascension 220
office must work to support stu-
dents and to connect them with
available services.
When asked by audience
members what changes are under-
way to make the campus more at-
tractive to students of color, Ander-
son said admissions is involved
with much cultural and academic
programming, in terms of sponsor-
ing a diverse array of celebrations
and musical groups on campus.
Next Tuesday's colloquium
will focus on faculty and staff re-
cruitment. Director of Human Re-
sources Jennifer Cabral, Provost
Kate Will and Equal-Opportuni- ty
Officer and College
Ombudsperson Wendy Hess will
form the panel.
The Feb. 10 colloquium on
campus and community life will
feature Multicultural Program Co-
ordinator Jamele Adams, Dean for
Academic Advising Jane
Martindell, Dean of Students Don
Omahan, President of Student
Council Jonathan Nicholson '98
and a student from the
Multicultural Council (MCC).
Nicholson said he hopes for
"student participation in all ... col-
loquia." He added, "Too many
he will discuss affect all of us. Our
health, how long we live, even our
insurance rates."
The Wednesday lecture will
focus on Lodish' s current research,
which involves a kidney hormone
involved in red blood cell produc-
tion. "This gives students an
opportunity to hear about cutting
edge molecular research,"
Slonczewski said.
Described by Slonczewski as
"an extremely eminent molecular
biologist," Lodish was a chemistry
and math double major at Kenyon.
He then pursued a long career in
research science and later received
an honorary doctorate from
Kenyon and is a college trustee.
He is also a member of the
National Academy ofSciences and
an advisor to several biotechnol
ogy corporations.
'We had hoped all along to be able to consider
these issues on a careful, collegiate, ongoing basis,
and ... to renew the discussions so well and so
fruitfully begun last semester and last year.'
- Associate Professor of English Tim Shutt
times, the administration is not
credited for the work it does on
behalf of the students. It is up to
the students to give information
and ideas to them to help ... in the
decision process."
Associate Professor of En-
glish Timothy Shutt, the modera-
tor of the colloquia, when asked if
students are encouraged to partici-
pate in the discussions, said "most
emphatically yes. Students are
Kenyon's reason for being. We
can't remind ourselves of that too
often." Shutt said the issues dis-
cussed will depend mainly on what
is brought up by the audience.
"We had hoped all along to be
able to consider these issues on a
careful, collegiate, ongoing basis,
and we are very glad to be able to
renew the discussions so well and
so fruitfully begun both last semes-
ter and last year," said Shutt.
Adams said that he and the
other panelists are there "to hear
what the student body has to say
and ... to learn about difference
through every fiber of the commu-
nity." He said "the good, the bad
and everything within that area"
will be discussed.
Harvey Lodish '62
Lodish's lectures are part of
the Howard Hughes Medical Insti-
tutes Undergraduate Biological
Sciences Education Program, from
which Kenyon received a $1.5
million grant two years ago.
The grant has funded new
equipment in the natural science
"Diversity ... is the education
of respect" said Adams. He said he
hopes the discussions "serve as a
support mechanism" for the
Kenyon community and help its
members to "take their awareness
from a level of affirmation to ac-
tion."
Since his arrival at Kenyon,
Adams has worked on a number
of culture and race-relate- d
projects. These include working
with Kenyon students to create
workshops on diversity for Mount
Vernon schools and helping with
EARN
$7B0-$1B00WE- EK
Raise all the money your student
group needs by sponsoring a
VISA Fundraiser on your campus.
No investment & very little time
needed. There's no obligation, so
why not call for information today.
Call 1-800-3- 23-8454 x 95.
Interested in Writing for Features?
Email: SCHULERTG
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divisions, a new chemistry faculty
member, and an outreach program
to middle and high school students.
The lecture series is intended to
enhance the visibility of the field,
and next year will features a speaker
on the physics involved in bio-
medicine.
a hu
man relations discussion series that
began taking place in Kenyon resi-
dence halls in the fall. Adams is
also putting together a series of dis-
cussions about culture and race re-
lations that will begin broadcast-
ing over radio station WMVO in
February.
Adams and fellow panelist
Martindell are in the process of
developing an academic advising
program for underrepresented stu-
dents, similar to Kenyon's Recog-
nizing Each Other's Ability to
Conquer the Hill (REACH) pro-
gram, a mentoring program for
first-ye- ar and transfer students of
color.
The final colloquium of the
series will target curriculum, and
will consist of Will and John
Crowe Ransom Professor of En-
glish and Chair of the Curricular
Review Committee Ron Sharp.
Credit Card fundraisers
for fraternities, sororities
& groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
S5.00VISA application.
Call 1-800-9- 32-0528 ext65.
Qualified callers receive
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Why:
When:
as garlic, shallots and fresh tomatoes can make a delicious
sauce that seems to a be universal favorite with food con-
noisseurs. We invited 10 guests and everyone brought a
bottle of red wine or s dessert. We drank, ate and listened to
good music. Everyone felt comfortable, relaxed and at
home. Sitting around a table, eating and drinking well, lets
one step out of college land and feel a sense of familiar
grounding. Try it one evening and you will see also how
warm a winter evening can be. Erin McCarthy
It's a refreshing alternative to the typical Kenyon weekend
and nothing goes together better than good friends, good
food and good conversation.
Friday night because it is a great way to start off the week-
end. 7:30 p.m because there is enought time to prepare
and everyone can still go out afterwards.
WH ERE: In your apartment of course, if you live in one or have ac-
cess to one. If not, or you want to prepare a more elaborate
meal, we recommend the Caples kitchen. (It's more spacious
than any Kenyon apartment, excluding Bexley lOOA.)
SERVE: ' Everyone loves fresh herbs. Adding rosemary or basil to
any tomato-base- d sauce will make your buddies sing.
Always prepare a fresh salad with a touch of something
ambitious, such as Gorgonzola cheese.
X) ESS E RT: Red wine is a must and, ahem, if you are of age.
Pretend you are at an Italian bakery. Go to the Red Door and
say, "Give me the white box."
W EA R : Ditch the T-sh-irt and jeans and add a little spark to your step
(maybe something pin-strip- e).
fiftlfe ......
Photos by Liz Lonky
Writing by Erin
McCarthy, Liz Lonky,
Stephen Scott and
" Alexa Goldstein
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Eat, Drink and Be Merry
t h r o w a d i n n e r p a r t y a 1 a m o d e
To have a truly good time here at Kenyon, we are challenged to invent our own social gatherings. This year, my friends and I have
mastered the perfect dinner party. Living in the New Apartments allows us space, cooking facilities and privacy. We began the cooking
around 4 p.m.; we decided to go Italian. Ingredients such
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Liz Lonky
Moo4 Enhancement
Rearrange the common room in your
apartment. Sitting in a circle is more social.
Borrow the vacuum and take everything
school-relate- d (e.g. books and backpacks)
out of the room that you are eating in.
Get the flowers.
Music with recommendations from
WKCO Manager, Stephen Scott '99:
Before Dinner: Tortoise Tortoise
DJShadow Endroducing Liz Lonky
Relatively upbeat and not too distracting. Good for taking the edge off
your guests but not so striking that people want to listen.
Dinner Time: Gypsy King Best of the Gypsy Kings
The Church Of Skins and Heart
Herbie Hancock Cantaloupe Island
Bill Evans Conversations with Myself
Broadcast Work and non-wor- k
Stereolab Dots and Loops
It keeps the mood going from earlier and adequately fills the silent spaces
in dinner conversation.
After Dinner: Hoover Phonic A new stereo phonic sound specatcular
DJ. Cam Mad Blunted Jazz
Caribe Mix USA: The Best ofLatin Dance
Cerberus Shoal And Farewell to High Tide
For after-dinn- er chats, philosophizing and rhythmic dancing. It should
flow well from dinnertime into hanging-ou- t and as the nights slows down,
the music does too. The last one is great for bedtime after a long, exhaust- -
ing dinner party.
SURGEON KENYON'S WARNING: Registering a Dinner Party of More
than 10 with the Security Office when Serving Alcohol Now Greatly
Reduces Serious Risks to your Hearth and Well being.
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Hecht offers welcome
volume of new poetry
BY JOSEPH FOUSE
Book Critic
Anthony Hecht
Flight Among the Tombs 76 pages.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf.
The highlight of my first visit to
Kenyon as a high school student was com
ing across two slim volumes of Anthony
Hecht" s poems in the bookstore. Flight
Among the Tombs, which appeared earlier
this month in paperback, reminds us of
what is so often pleasing about Hecht s
work as a poet his wit and his humbling
skill in the writing of formal verse. He can
at times seem precious or emptily virtuosic,
but his sheer technical bravura makes us
forgive him even when he strays from what
has proved successful.
His latest book is divided into two
sections. The first, The Presumptions of
Death, is a predictably dark series of 22
poems, accompanied by Leonard Baskin's
similarly macabre woodcuts.
Most of these poems feature Death
capital D speaking in a surprising or
incongruous persona. Twoof the best, how-
ever, stand out from this pattern. "Death the
Whore," a brilliant post-morte- m mono-logu- e,
recalls the title poem of Hecht' s The
Venetian Vespers, and "All Out" is a
villanelle which is as good as anything
Hecht has written.
On a side note, The Presumptions of
Death was originally issued by the Gehenna
Press in a limited edition of 50 copies, one
of which can be found in the Special Col-
lections room of Olin Library. Kenyon' s
copy, appropriately enough, is number 13.
Proust on Skates, the second section.
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Peter Mills Jazz Quintet has 'something for everyone'
Group has played with such legends as Wynton Marsalis, Phil Collins and Quincy Jones
BY BROOKE HAUSER
StaffVriter
Forget the Kevin Bacon game.
Any good musician could hack the
law of "six degrees of separation"
down to one memorable gig with a
master of the trade who knows
how to fuse circuits. Born in
Toronto, Kenyon Adjunct Instruc-
tor of Music Peter Mills and
members of his quintet have trav-
eled the circuit, playing with
legends ranging from Wynton
Marsalis and the Buddy Rich Band
to Phil Collins and Quincy Jones.
With an album coming out
this May, saxophonist Mills is
making rounds with The Peter Mills
Quintet, scheduled to perform at 3
p.m. Sunday inRosse Hall. The
program will feature original com-
positions by Mill and pianist Mark
Flugge.
Other members of the quintet
include trumpeter Jim Powell, bass-
ist Doug Richeson and drummer
Aaron Scott.
"Together, I think we've got
something for everyone," said
Mills. "There is some Latin influ-
ence, modern jazz and then straight
What: Peter Mills Jazz
Quintet performance
When: Sunday, 3 p.m.
Where: Rosse Hall
up bebop. The concert should ap-
peal to a broad audience."
Mills, who also plays the flute,
currently is teaching jazz improvi-
sation and saxophone in addition
to directing the jazz ensemble at
Kenyon. He is the recipient of sev-
eral jazz performance grants from
the Canada Council and was a 1 997
recipient of the North Carolina Arts
Council Jazz Fellowship, enabling
him to produce his debut CD.
Having taught at East Caro-
lina University and Brandon
University in Canada, Mills has a
series ofconcerts lined up in prepa-
ration for his debut. Outside of the
quintet, he also freelances in Co-
lumbus and plays with the Jazz
Arts Group and the Jazz to Go Big
Band, which covers selections by
Ellington and Mingus.
But for now, Mills is chillin'
'There is some Latin
influence, modern
jazz and then straight
up bebop. The concert
should appeal to a
broad audience.
--Peter Mills
(literally) in Gambier.
"I'm not too hip to the gray
skies," said Mills, "but then again,
Gambier gives me the inspiration
to go out and write something like,
'Waiting for Spring.' I also wrote
a minor blues piece called 'Is It the
Thirty-fir- st yet?' That one's about
waiting for payday to come."
Believing music is as expres-
sive as language, Mills expects that
Sunday's concert will make a con-
nection between the musicians on
stage and the audience and maybe
raise the temperature a few de-
grees.
"We' re looking to have a good
time. Hopefully you'll walk out of
there with some hip sounds in your
head."
Leonard Baskin's 'Death theMexican Revolutionary,
from Flight Among the Tombs by Anthony Hecht
takes its title from a somewhat ponderously
allusive poem about the French novelist.
Some of this other pieces in this section,
however, are more successful. "The Whirli-
gig of Tune," to take only one example, is as
fresh and inventive as Hecht' s earlier imita-
tions of Horace, in no small part because of
his shift to a tone which more suggests
Catullus.
Anthony Hecht is not a prolific poet,
and he is somewhat limited in his range of
tone and material. Flight Among the Tombs,
however, is a welcome volume:
Reader, dwell with his poems. Underneath
Their gaiety and music, note the chilled strain
Of irony, of felt and mastered pain,
The sound of someone laughing through
clenched teeth.
Peter Mills will perform Sunday with his quintet
V
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'The Boxer' fights against
the overdone blockbusters
BY EMILY HUIGENS
Film Critic
The Boxer is the culmination of Jim
Sheridan's years of experience in creating
compelling visions of Ireland and ofhuman-
ity in general that prove palatable to US and
British audiences, despite their emotionally
wrenching stories.
With his longtime collaborator Terry
George, Sheridan (In the Name ofthe Father
My Left Foot) wrote this engimatic romance
that takes place amid the ongoing struggle in
Northern Ireland.
Daniel Day-Lew- is (whose credits in-
clude In the Name of the Father, Last of the
Mohicans and My Left Foot, for which he
won an Oscar) and Emily Watson (Breaking
the Waves) star as the lovers, and help make
this film just as strong as any that have come
from the genre.
Although the combination of Sheridan
and Day-Lew- is make the film a good bet,
Watson and her chemistry with Day-Lew- is
make this film stand apart from the herd of
blockbusters crowding theaters these days.
The film's protagonist, Danny Flynn
(Day-Lewis- ), is released from prison after
serving a 14 year sentence for planting an
IRA bomb. He returns to his native district
within Belfast to haunt his long-lo- st love,
Maggie (Watson).
Because of local politics, and because
Maggie is the daughter of the local IRA
chief, Danny cannot approach Maggie in
public. Although at one time they had been
expected to marry, when Danny was sent to
prison Maggie married and had a son by his
best friend, who is now in prison. Prisoners'
wives are fiercely guarded lest anything
tarnish their reputation.
Intertwined with this love story is
Danny' s public life. Disdaining both Catho-
lic and Protestant separatists, Danny rebuilds
the boxing gym that he worked out in as a
teenager as a symbol of his non-sectari- an
befliefs.
The lovers' search for peace within
their relationship and Danny's efforts to
push peace forward in Belfast make a nice
parallel of dramatic action and keep the
interest level high.
There are several factors that lift this
film above its potential formediocrity. First,
the quailty of the acting is superb. Day-Lew- is
spent almost two years preparing for
this role by training with a professional
boxer and carrying Watson' s picture around --
in his wallet just as his character would
have.
His preparation shows, but Watson is
up to the challenge of working with Day-Lewi- s;
she absolutely glows in every scene.
The element that might be overlooked
about this film is the script, which (happily)
shies away from oversimplifying the situa-
tion in Northern Ireland and instead clarifies
it by focusing on Danny's district and its
problems, which parallel the overall con-
flicts.
Further, it resists preaching and the
sentimentality of the love story is tempered
by the omission of sex scenes or a cliched
happy ending.
Finally, the high-quali- ty cinematogra-
phy paints a grey but hopeful picture of
Belfast that helps create a believable and
complex film.
Don't get washed away by overdone
blockbusters; opt for a grounded and com-
pelling film that shouldn't be lost in Oscar
season or Titanic madness.
--
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Here comes 'The Hell Show'
BY SARAH HAST
StaffWriter
There's a new theatre group
on campus that quotes Hamlet and
has a fixation with hell ... and
they're all freshmen. You can check
out this new group, Bound in a
Nutshell, this Friday night at 7:30
in Gund Commons as they per-
form "The Hell Show."
The show, comprised of four
short plays running 10 to 15 min-
utes each, centers around religion,
death and, of course, hell. Not just
another comedy group, Bound in a
Nutshell mixes comedy and drama
in what they hope will be a good
blend.
"There's stuff scattered
through to make the audience
think," says co-presid- ent Dave
Yost. "We raise questions without
answering them, which is what
good theatre should do."
Members include co-pre- si-
The Replacements: Bruised
BY CASSLE WAGNER
Music Critic
"And if I don' t see you there
in a long, long while 1' 11 try to
find you left of the dial." Ten
years after their break-u- p, all that
seems to be left of the Replace-
ments are some faded memories
of lunatic brilliance. But dusting
off their records is always a rev-
elation. The sound crackles like a
heart that' s broken but not beaten,
like tears mingled with hope,
spiced with a little anger. This is
a band that has changed lives. All
for Nothing Nothing for All, a
two-dis- c greatest hits package of
sorts, goes a long way toward
explaining how and why.
"We ain't much to look at,
so close your eyes, here we go."
Barreling out of Minneapolis in
the early '80s, the 'Mats, as they
are lovingly called by fans, were
beer-fuele- d and seemingly un-
stoppable. They stood apart
from all other bands with their
inspiring blend of genius and di-
saster. They were as famous for
their almost humorously self-destructi- ve
behavior as for their
music. But Paul Westerberg's
songwriting rarely puts a wrong
foot forward and the band skids
from rockers to ballads, barely
missing a beat
"God, what a mess on the
ladder of success where you
take one step and miss the whole
first rung." Between 1980 and
1990, the Replacements released
eight albums, the final four of
which are represented on Allfor
Nothing. Each album was full of
songs that should have topped
the charts. Instead, all the Re- -
What: Bound In a
Nutshell
When: Friday, 7:30 p.m.
Where: Gund Commons
dents Eric Harberson, Abby
Mitchell and Yost, as well as mem-
bers Emily Andersen, Chaz Beck,
Evan Belgrade, Megan Buhr, Erik
Christensen, Jake Craven, Evan
Hansen, Jen Landy, Molly
McNamara, Erika Plank and Gil
Reyes.
Craven, Harberson, Landy,
Mitchell and Yost share directing
duties on scenes ranging from "Jake
and the Devil" and "Slow Burn" to
"Bound in a Nutshell."
The name for the scene and
the group comes from a quote from
Hamlet: "O God, I could be
bounded in a nutshell and count
myself a king of infinite space."
.
i ll:
placements had to show for their
work was a core of fans and one
song that broke theTop 100, 1989's
"rilBeYou."
"I'm in love what's that song
I'm in love with that song." All
forNothing puts the Replacements'
best foot forward, telling the clean
part of their sad, sordid story. This
is the Replacements at their most
polished, which isn't saving much.
"Bastards of Young," "Left of the
Dial," "Alex Chilton," "Can't
Hardly Wait," "Achin' to Be,"
"Sadly Beautiful." These are songs
you have probably heard about
Only "Swinging Party," a high-
light of 1986's Tim, is missing.
"I'll be sad in heaven if you
won't follow me there." For the
adventurous and the collector,
there's a second disc, Nothing for
All. It's a mixed bag of outtakes,
experiments and B -- sides. Some are
Find out more on the web at:
http:www.novia.net-mattskyskyway.ht- ml
Yost wrote this script and was
showing it to some friends when
they decided to expand the idea
into a full-leng- th show.
That the group is composed
entirely of freshmen is uninten-
tional. "We just picked the cast
from people we knew the people
who showed interest," says
Mitchell.
"We have good hopes for the
future," says Yost "The show has
come together well, everything has
fallen exactly how we wanted."
Future plans include another show
this semester with auditions open
to the entire campus.
"Right now we have enough
scripts to go half-wa- y through the
next show," adds Harberson. So
through asuccessful show and con-
tinued interest, Bound in aNutshell
hopes to thrive.
Concludes Yost, "We hope the
audience will leave thinking, but at
least they should leave laughing."
and Beautiful
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good; most aren't In exchange
for beauties like "We Know the
Night" and "Portland," you have
to deal with scum like "Election
Day" and "Date to Church." But
the gems are well worth sifting
through the rough.
"One foot in the door one
foot in the gutter." It's fitting that
some of the Replacements' best
songs are packaged with a disc of
leftovers. It gives the full and
fitting experience of this part of
the band' s career. As Westerberg
once told critic David Fricke, "We
can go to both extremes better
than any band I think, ever."
Allfor Nothing Nothing for All,
more than any other Replace-
ments album, proves him right.
Quietly disarming tunes rub
shoulders with hell-be- nt rock
songs; near-perfe- ct pop-cra- ft
brushes up against scruffy ama-
teurism. But it's all wonderful, if
you just give in to the Replace-
ments' magic.
Grade: A
E .
Dance workshop to
prepare campus forPhling
The Gund and Peirce managers are sponsoring a "Learn to Swing
Dance" workshop this Saturday from 1 to 4 pjn.
They are bringing in a Swing Dance expert from the Columbus Fred
Astaire dance studio.
Says Peirce manager Brian Mason, "We're just doing this for fun.
We thought it would be a good pre-Phli- ng activity. This campus needs
more swing dancers."
'Jamnesty' to rock the
Pub Saturday night
The Kenyon chapter of Amnesty International is sponsoring a
benefit concert for Amnesty International on Saturday from 8 p.m. to
midnight in Philander' s Pub.
The concert, called "Jamnesty," features local talent including The
Transmogrified, The Evil Beat Brian Puckett The Blood Electric, Zach
Florin, Sector-- 7 and Big Block Four.
Kenyon's Amnesty International is requesting a $1 donation.
BYJAMES SHERIDAN
Film Critic
Gimme Shelter
Friday 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
Almost 30 years before the
Rolling S tones were riding the suc-
cess of their new album "Bridges
To Babylon," the band was fea-
tured in the shocking and harrowing
documentary Gimme Shelter.
Showcasing the Rolling Stones'
free concert at Altamont Califor-
nia, directors Albert and David
Maysles, along with Charlotte
Zwerin, capture the excitement and
the fury of this musical event Four
people were killed in the rioting
crowd. Apparently, Mick Jagger
and company should not have hired
the Hell's Angels for security and
paid for their services in beer. This
documentary also features musi-
cal performances by Tina Turner,
The Flying Burrito Brothers and
Jefferson Airplane. Additional
camera work was provided by a
then unknown George Lucas.
Thelonious Monk: Straight,
No Chaser
Saturday 8 pjn.
Higley Auditorium
This 1989 documentary ofjazz
musician Thelonious Monk and
his 4ife provides an intriguing
glance into one of the most fasci-
nating musicians of the 20th
century. Directed by Charlotte
Zwerin (Gimme Shelter),
Thelonious Monk: Straight, No
Chaser provides bits and pieces of
the man through his son, manager
and fellow musicians, including
John Coltrane. It is an examination
of the musical genius that formed
the base of modem jazz. Monk's
withdrawal inward is also a focus
of the film. Featuring performances
by the Thelonious Monk Quartet
and Octet this film was produced
by Clint Eastwood.
She's Gotta Have It
Wednesday 10 pjn.
Higley Auditorium
Arguably the premier African-Americ- an
film director of our time
(with Boyz 'n the Hood director
John Singleton in second place),
Spike Lee has created such memo-
rable and moving works as
Malcolm X, Do The Right Thing
and Get OnThe Bus. In She 's Gotta
Have It, Lee's debut film, he cov-
ers a great deal of ground, serving
as director, writer, editor, co-produ- cer
and actor. The film centers
around a young woman from
Brooklyn named Nola Darling
(Tracy Camilla Johns). Nola en-
joys sexual relationships with three
different men: controlling Jamie
(Tommy Redmond Hicks), arro-
gant Greer (John Canada Terrell)
and immature Mars (played by
Lee). According to Nola, "It's re-
ally about control: my body, my
mind-I'-m not a one-ma- n woman.
Bottom line." Her life choices and
actions, however, are not without
deep and possibly regrettable con-
sequences. Lee filmed She 's Gotta
Have It in black and white with a
few isolated sequences done in
color.
HAVE YOU STREAKED DOWN MIDDLE
PATH TODAY?
From Old Kenyon to Bextey. whatever happens day or night,
the Collegian will expose you to Kenyon and all Its
colorful characters.
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The Pub, dancing-n- o w for your Third Wish
BY CAROLYN PRIEMER
Staff Writer
While going through her daily
barrage of allstus Sarah (Buntz)
declares: "I have a wish!" Her
roommate, Carolyn (staff writer),
does not bother to look up from her
Sunday crossword puzzle and ex-
citedly responds: "Huh?"
Buntz continues: "My first
wish is that I'd have some reason
to go to the Pub so then I could
have filled out their survey at Peirce
more intelligently. My second wish
is that I could do a little dancing
this weekend to warm up for the
Phling. My third wish..." just
then a new allstu bleeps onto
Sarah's screen entitled: "Third
Wish." She reads on.
"Third Wish is coming Fri-
day, Jan. 30 at 9:30 p.m. in
Philander' s Pub."
"Oh my gosh Carolyn (her
voice rises), this is so weird, my
third wish is coming to Kenyon.
However, as with so many allstus
that try to get you pumped about
something, the sender forgot to tell
you what you're supposed to get
excited about I don't know what
the Third Wish is."
Carolyn explains: Third Wish
n
Don' t listen closely, you won' t be disappointed
BY BEN KEENE
Music Critic
With their first full length
album since their inception in
1995, The Interpreters put a
rougher edge on a sound pio-
neered by British Invasion bands,
playing with all the charisma of
those '60s pop icons. And judg
ing by the title of their release,
Back in the U.S.S.A., they don't
seem too concerned about reveal-
ing their influences. With songs
averaging about two minutes
each, these three young musicians
from Philadelphia take every op-
portunity to craft anxious
melodies full of hand claps,
choppy rhythms and crooning
harmonies.
Possessing enough energy
to power a small city, The Inter-
preters charge through "Sellers,"
"Glorious," "The Rains Are Com-
ing" and "She Took It Shy" with
all the confidence and precision
of a veteran outfit. While remi-
niscent of Sloan, Fugazi and the
Hi-Fiv- es, this trio doesn't beat
around the bush, but rather leads
you straight into the thicket where
avoiding the thorny guitar licks
of Patsy Palladino is nearly im-possib- le.
The interplay between the
brash guitars of Palladino and the
diligent accompaniment by
It: ?Ml' u
What: Third Wish band
performance
When: Friday, 9:30 p.m.
Where: Philander's Pub
is a folk rock band from Cleveland
which came to Kenyon last year.
Being right on the pulse of what
entertains the Lords and Ladies,
Eli Keifaber, chair of the social
board and our very own next door r
neighbor, has arranged to have
them back.
They released their second
CD, Miles From Somewhere, this
s
past August. The band members'
musical backgrounds run the gamut
of styles, which helps create their ;
unique sound.
Dan Heberlein, the lead vo--
calist, used to play in jazz groups.
The only woman in the band,
Tara Marie O'Malley, started her
career by singing in local musi-
cals.
Ryan Dawson developed his
guitar and vocal skills within the
folk music arena.
Tim ILruby on electric guitar
and Jerry Buescher on drums
played with various heavy metal
Herschel Gaer on bass prove to be
the most interesting component on
the record next to the ringing chants
of "go! go! go! go! go! go! go!"
and "hey! hey! hey! hey!" When
one instrument chimes in with an
ascending scale, the other falls eas-
ily into the background,
complementing its partner and
eliminating the sparseness some
three piece acts suffer from.
On the other hand, their
strength may be their weakness as
the shortest tracks are the ones you
Find out more on the web at:
http:www.theinterpreters.com
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Members of the band Third Wish
bands before joining the group.
Third Wish got together three
years ago and have already toured
extensively in the north and north-
eastern United States, including
over 100 shows in 1996.
So, it's pretty cool we're get-
ting them here because I've heard
of them playing at other colleges
3
will tire of least Though flawless
within the format they have cre-
ated, The Interpreters seem to
begin each number in the same
fashion.
The crisp drumming which
propels the listener from song to
song quickly becomes repetitive,
and a tendency for riding pro-
gressions until they won' t go any
further is no less than tedious
when paired with a thin, droning
note from an electric guitar. My
advice: don't listen too closely
and you won't be disappointed.
Back in the U.S.S.A. goes down
smooth and leaves little in the
Grade: B
n.
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too, like Dayton. And we can all be
so cool in a couple of years when
they're really popular, because we
can say we saw them at Philander' s
;UMj, u Mia:
BY BEN KEENE
Music Critic
Lending sophistication to the
ordinary, vocalist Dominique
Durand casually leads Ivy through
its second full-leng- th album
Apartment Life, which wanders
through urban tales of loneliness,
loss and disappointment.
While the warm fuzz ofAndy
Chase's guitar takes some of the
chill off Durand' s supple vocals,
the songs still come off as dreamy
and distant, phasing in and out
like a dying radio signal. Gener-
ally pleasant and unobtrusive, Ivy
brings to mind comparisons to
The Sundays, although the former
are less pop oriented.
Enlisting the aid of a number
of other musicians including
James Iha of Smashing Pump-
kins and Chris Collingwood of
Fountains of Wayne fame, the
recording succeeds on nearly ev
t
iv. v
Vr f -
Akasha Artists Management, International
Pub years ago before the Pub's
new menu made it a hot spot on
campus. Sol say we venture out of- -
the room on Friday...
ery level.
Individual sounds glide
across one another lazily and are
kept afloat by the jazzy drum-
ming and soft percussion. Beneath
it all, lounging bass lines courtesy
of Adam Schlesinger dutifully
keep time.
Arpeggiated guitars and quiv-
ering violins bleed into the trumpet
line on the beautifully simple
"Baker." Other songs of note are
the delightful "I've Got A Feel-
ing," the plaintive "I Get The
Message" and the mellifluous "Ba
Ba Ba." ;
Resonating with maturity,
Ivy has taken its uniquely slip-
pery style to the fringes of rock,
creating compositions which lin-
ger in your memory. Neither
liquid, solid or gas, Apartment
Life expands to fill any container
with strong yet soothing melo-
dies you can' t help but hum along
to.
Hardcover
1. Cold Mountain, by Charles Frazier
Atlantic Monthly, $24.00, 336 pp
2. Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil,
by John Berendt
Random House, $25.00, 388 pp
3. Tuesdays With Morrie, by Mitch Albom
Doubleday, 192 pp
Paperback
1. A Civil Action, by Jonathan Han- -
Vintage
2. A Child Called "It," by Dave Pelzer
Health Communications, $9.95, 184 pp
3. The Partner, by John Grisham
Dell, $7.99, 468 pp
OFF THE HILL
Elway, Broncos smoke
Green Bay
NBA All-St- ar Team
BY FRED BIERMAN AND
MACADAM GUNN
Senior Staff Columnists
After a long and arduous ex
tradition process, Mac and Fred
have been wrenched from their
relatively extravagant existence
in a certain unnamed South
American junta, and are back in
"The Heart of It All," on the hill.
We come bearing sweet, sweet
news of life off the hill including
news of the Denver Broncos (?!)
Super Bowl triumph and some
pro basketball goodies.
It was little Mac Glinn's
eighth birthday when the Oakland
Raiders last won the Super Bowl
for the American Football Con-
ference, and the Broncos and
Tohn Elway were the victims
three times in the interim.
This year the AFC finally
ended the madness in the best Su-
per Bowl of our lifetime, led by,
Terrell Davis monster effort on
the ground. Who would' ve
thought that passing could ever
be the second option for a Elway- -
led Bronco team?
It proves that even though
the Broncos had who coach Mike
Shanahan claimed was the great-
est quarterback of all time, with-
out a great running back and
Terrell Davis has been one of the
best for the last two seasons you
can't win the Super Bowl these
days.
ButJohnElway himself was
instrumental in the Bronco vic-
tory, and what play stands out
more vividly than the gutsy run
he had inside the ten where he got
brutalized, helicopterized and
posterized just like Mac's own
hero, former Dolphin's wide re-
ceiver Nat Moore in that first
AFC loss in that terrible, terrible
streak. INCONTROVERTI-
BLE?! (Thank you Walt Clyde
Frazier.)
The last time we saw eyes so
big and purposeful they were Bill
Clinton's as he met his latest
group of interns.
Who loves fatties? Freddy
and Mac do! And who was
"phatter" man the Packer's Gil-
bert Brown on Sunday. The BIG
man was instrumental in the
Packers excellent defensive ef-
fort, using his 345 (a conserva-
tive estimate) to constantly clog
holes and provide a consistent,
harrying pass rush. Had the Pack-
ers won the game, he would have
fatties
snubs key players
been the big winner, our dark
horse choice for MVP.
Speaking of the Dark Side,
Steve Atwater consistently
knocked the Packers into it
throughout the game. Atwater,
like Visa, was everywhere you
wanted to be, cracking receivers
and punishing Dorsey Levens
consistently at the line of scrim-
mage.
Once again, this proves our
own theory on the supremacy of
the Dark Side in the end good
riddance to the "Packers" and
their vicodin-ridde- n, Skywalker-esqu-e
leader Brett "Shaving
Cream Spokesmodel" Favre.
Our choice for MVP is the
Broncos' offensive line, who mi-
raculously held at bay its more
talented and much fattier coun-
terparts from Green Bay. As they
say in New Albany at
everybody's favorite pork palace,
those boys did it "hoggy-style- ."
Basketball Shout-Out- s
Jayson "Thank You Santa for
Keith Van Horn" Williams has
had a monster season and de-
served the spot he got on the All-St- ar
team much more than that
purple-heade- d freak from Chi-
cago, who thankfully didn't re-
ceive a spot We're never using
his name again he will just be
the freak, like the gimp, even
though his is playing good bas-
ketball this season.
From inside sources in the
Miami Heat organization, Off
The Hill has learned that by next
week a three team deal will be
completed that sends Steve Nash
and Cedric Ceballos to Sacra-
mento, Ike Austin and Jamal
Mashburn to Phoenix, and Mitch
Richmond and Kevin Gamble to
Miami. Mac knows what he
wants for Channukah, and it's
Mitch Richmond in a Heat uni.
Kobe gets much love from
Off the Hill, for although he
doesn't even start for the Lakers,
he will be the youngest man in
history to start in an All-St- ar
Game. And he went to the prom
with Brandi.
Much love to Chris Webber,
who should have made the All-St- ar
Game in spite of his recent
law-troubl- e. So what if he beat
up a cop while high on his way
to a practice? Who hasn't? His
teammate Rod Strickland was
hosed as well getting snubbed
while leading the league in
http:vvwte
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Denver claims Super Bowl title
Seattle SuperSonics on path to claim NBA Championship
BY BOB DOLGAN
Senior Staff Columnist
With the Denver Broncos' 3 1 --
24 win over Green Bay in the Su-
per Bowl last Sunday, representa-
tives of the American Football
Conference are now 2-1- 3 in the
last 15 Super Bowls. At that rate,
the AFC's next victory would be
in 2012.
The similarities between the
AFC's two victories (the first oc-
curring in 1984 when the Los An-
geles Raiders beat Washington 38-- 9)
are striking. The Raiders and
Broncos are both AFC West teams
and are the only teams to ever win
the Super Bowl after qualifying for
the playoffs as wild card entries.
The MVPs of both games, Marcus
Allen and Terrell Davis, were
young backs who happen to be
graduates of the same high school
in San Diego.
The Broncos' offensive line
was one of the keys in their vic-
tory. It absolutely wore down
Green Bay's defensive front and
left the monolithic Gilbert Brown
gasping for air in the fourth quar-
ter.
While the Broncos' defense
wasn't suffocating, it proved to be
effective enough to win the game
and didn't allow Packers' quarter-
back Brett Favre to take over. On
the crucial fourth-and-si- x play
with less than a minute to go, the
Broncos, with nothing to lose,
gambled and blitzed everyone,
which turned out to be the right
choice.
Broncos' coach Mike
Shanahan should be given a lot of
credit for firing up his team prior
to the game. I was surprised that
the Broncos were able to keep their
energy level so high late in the
game.
Safety Steve Atwater's
Seattle in the 1994 playoffs, the
Nuggets have plummeted down-
hill.
Honorable Mention: Dallas
Mavericks. The Mavs have only
done worse since replacing Jim
Cleamons with Don Nelson as
coach. Michael Finley has
emerged as a true scorer, though.
Best player: Michael Jor-
dan. There is no doubt about it
Jordan carried the Bulls without
Pippen. Unless another team im-
proves enough by acquiring a
Damon Stoudamire-calibe- r player,
the Bulls are the favorites to win
their sixth, and most likely final,
championship.
Best rookie: Tim Duncan.
Had Keith Van Horn played the
entire season, he might have a
slight edge over Duncan. Duncan
gets more rebounds and blocks
than Van Horn, but Van Horn is
probably the better scorer. Either
way, it would be nice to build a
franchise around one of these guys.
Best coach: Larry Bird. It's
nice to see the Birdman succeed-
ing in Indiana, and being tabbed
coach of the Eastern Conference
All-St- ar team by virtue of Indiana
owning the top record in the East.
The Pacers missed the playoffs last
year, but Bird has returned the
team to the form that brought them
within one game of the NBA Fi-
nals in 1994.
Honorable Mention: Mike
Fratello. Fratello has been giving
four rookies substantial minutes
and has somehow gotten the Cava-
liers nine games over .500.
Swim: Kenyon emerges with
victorious against OWU, CWRU
FROM PAGE SDCTEEN
for anything; I just had to swim the
best race that I could."
Sizing up the competition is
integral to John Newland '99's
heat, the 200 yard backstroke. "It
takes calculation, timing, and a
good sense of the competition,"
Newland explained. "In many
ways the backstroke is unique in
that you can rarely see the compe-
tition, therefore you must rely on
what you know about the race and
how it should be swum." His reli-
ance won him a time of 1:57.04:
The Broncos' offensive line was one of the keys in
their victory. It absolutely wore down Green Bay's
defensive front and left the monolithic Gilbert
Brown gasping for air.
stamina was especially impressive
as he kept on delivering crunch-
ing hits into the fourth quarter. The
Broncos' superior conditioning
should be attributed to Shanahan's
influence as well.
NBA at Midseason: With
most NBA teams around the half-
way point of the season, it seems
like a good time to take a look at
the first half.
Best team: Seattle
SuperSonics. The Shawn Kemp-Vi- n
Baker-Terre- ll Brandon deal
keeps looking better and better for
the Sonics. Baker has brought
more versatility to the power for-
ward position for the Sonics, and
the loss of Kemp has kept internal
turmoil to a minimum. The Sonics
quietly brought back three-poi- nt
marksman Dale Ellis this summer
and he has added to their impres-
sive array of long-rang- e bombers,
which includes Hersey Hawkins,
Detlef Schrempf, and Gary
Payton.
Honorable Mention: Chicago
Bulls. Had the Bulls played with
Scottie Pippen all season long,
they would get the nod over the
Sonics. Even without Pippen, they
have been the second most impres-
sive team in the first half.
Worst team: Denver Nug-
gets. The Nuggets are on pace to
crush the NBA record for fewest
wins in a. season. The Nuggets, at
3-3- 8, are going through a major
rebuilding period and hope to lure
high-profi- le free agents to the Mile
High city by clearing salary cap
room. After their huge upset of
nearly nine seconds ahead of the
second-placin- g CWRU athlete.
A point of contention at the
meet, as perceived by Rachel
Schiming '98, was whether or not
some of the older swimmers had
any fight left in them. This relay
200 yard freestyle was pegged as
the distance versus the seniors,"
.
Schiming said. "It was all about
pride; we had to prove that we
could still get out of the rocking
chair and swim fast." Her personal
time of 26.18 and the relay time
of 1 :44.43 are testimony to the se
niors capacity.
"Everyone stepped up and
swam fast no matter what event
they were in and no matter what
the other teams were doing,"
Genrich said, portraying Kenyon
a force oblivious to opposition in
a state of excellence.
The Ladies and Lords of
Kenyon Swimming will host
Ashland University in a meet to-
morrow at 4:00 and then travel
Saturday to Wright State
Get the same news, sports, features and arts coverage on
the Internet at the Collegian website. Available anytime,
from anywhere.
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Kenyon
looks to
BY ASHLEY GRABLE
Sports Editor
As members of the Kenyon
College ice hockey team gear up
for their game against Denison
University on Feb. 1.3, they are
looking in retrospect at the games
they've already played this sea-
son, including a loss to Oberlin.
Most recendy, the Kenyon
battled the Cincinnati Bearcats on
Friday at the municiple ice rink
in Newark. Though the team was
defeated 9-- 2, "the team put up a
great effort," said Rob Kletzker
'98. Kletzker, who is acting as the
team captaincoach while out
with an injury this year, holds the
Lords basketball comes up
short vs. Oberlin, Allegheny
Inability to hold lead hampers Lords in second half
BY MOLLY PREBLE
Senior Staff Writer
No longer can Kenyon Lords'
fans believe the floor of Tomsich
Arena holds the key to invincibil-
ity. Oberlin College handed the
Lords their third loss of the week
on Tuesday night in a 90-7- 4 battle.
Now 3-- 13 overall, the Lords are
hoping to secure a few wins in
order to get back on track and fin-
ish the season with a respectable
record.
Kenyon's game on Tuesday
was dominated in scoring by Kesh
Kesic '00, who contributed 20
points to the team's effort. J.J.
Olszowy '98 added 15 points, and
David Houston '00 scored 10
more.
Joe DeLong '99 was key to
the Lords defense, recording 12
rebounds for the game, while
Kesic helped with nine. The de-
fensive attack lost some of its
steam in the second half, however,
the team was behind only 42-4- 0
at the half.
The Lords were defeated in a
conference game at Allegheny
College on Saturday, 74-6- 6.
Wednesday's 81-5- 2 beating
by undefeated North Coast
Althletic Conference leaders, The
College of Wooster, marked the
Lords' first home loss in the 97
.98 season, dropping their record
to 3-- 5 in the NCAC.
"We have put ourselves in a
position to win all of our last few
games," said J.J. Olszowy '98.
"The inside play of our big men
has been great, but our inside
showing has been terrible."
Despite the numbers on the
scoreboard and in record books,
the Lords have recently accom-
plished some praiseworthy feats;
they've just been far too
SPORTS Tile Kenyon Collegian 15
ice hockey loses to Cincinnati,
rematch against Denison
NEXT
vs. Denison University
February 13
Municipal Ice Arena, Newark
opinion that the team's undaunted
spirit "doesn't go into the scorebook,
but it is better than rolling over and
giving in."
The loss to Cincinnati, said
Kletzker, was "really ugly. We were
short on personnel, so it made it a
very difficult defeat." Outside of the
team's loss of Kletzker, who is with
r
V
r
Kassie Schercr
Returning from a semester abroad, Joe DeLong '99 turned in 12
rebounds against Oberlin. The Lords now stand at 3-- 13 on the season.
At halftime, Kenyon was tied
with Wooster, a Top 10 team in the
country. Against Allegheny, they
were up by five. But somewhere in
the second half, the spell was bro-
ken and the Lords watch their op-
ponents take off with the ball and
the win.
"I think it's more a mental thing
than anything else," said Shaka
Smart '99. "We get to a point where
we're beating a team or playing right
with them early in the second half
and we just can't sustain the effort
and concentration it takes to win."
GAME
the team for his third year in a
row, Kenyon ice hockey is with-
out the play of Joe Exner '00,
who is out with a broken right
foot, and Jeremy Karlin '01 , who
has a sprained ankle.
That's where the role of
Torrey Lewis '99 comes into
play. Lewis, the team's other cap- -
.
1. 1
fca.
In both games, the Lords ex-
perienced mental lapses that lead
to 1 2-- 2 and 1 4-- 2 runs by their op-
ponents, putting them in deficits
too great to overcome.
"If we could just limit those
mental lapses, we would be win-
ning a lot more games," said
Olszowy.
The Lords travel to Ohio
Wesleyan this week. The next
home games are Saturday night
against Denison University and
Wednesday night against
Wittenberg University.
taincoach, works to serve as what
Kletzker called the "on ice repre-
sentative". Working with the teams'
other members, including Kelsey
Olds '99, Mark Svenson '99 and
Jesse Horowitz '01, Lewis has
helped build what he described as
"a team capable of competing with
any of the teams in our area."
The team, which began its sea-
son in December, looks now to ac-
complish its biggest goal: beating
Dension in its next scheduled game.
Kletzker reflected on his his-
tory playing against Denison.
"They have really pounded us a
couple times in the last few years,"
he said, " which is frustrating be-
cause we have had the talent to beat
UPCOMING
HOME GAMES
SWIMMING AND DIVING
Friday
Ashland University
Ernst Pool, 4:00 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Friday
Ohio Wesleyan University
Tomsich Arena, 7:30 p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday
Denison University
Tomsich Arena, 7:30 p.m.
f
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friends don't
them. They are not unbeatable by
any stretch of the imagination."
Goalie Horowitz expressed
the optimism of the team in look-
ing forward to the Feb. 13 game
in Newark: "The best is yet to
come."
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OWU, Case drowned vs. Kenyon swimming
Swimmers and divers found greatest challenge in participating in new events, achieve personal bests under relaxed conditions
BY JAMES RAY
Senior Staff Writer
In their quest for the golden
fleece of a national championship,
Kenyon's argonauts maintained
their invincible excellence in a belt
marked by two new notches. Case
Western Reserve and Ohio
Wesleyan Universities' swimming
squads were consecrated to
Kenyon's ongoing pursuit of the
title Friday, as the Lords and La-
dies used the anticipated victory to
gain momentum for imminent
goals.
In the meet, which Kenyon
hosted, the Lords amassed 159.5
points to CWRU's 113.5 and 157
points to OWU's 94, while the
Ladies' efforts yielded 177 points
to CWRU's 105 and 164 points to
OWU's 90.
"It was not a challenging
meet, but most of our dual meets
are meant for preparing for the big
meets like Conference and Nation- -
als," Erin Detwiler '99 said. The
meet was also an opportunity for
the swimmers to take on new roles
in alternate events.
The spare challenges were
personal triumphs, as Colby
Genrich '00, who won the 100 ard
breaststroke with a time of 1 :02.28,
was able to prove strength in a per-
sonal record finish in the 500 yard
freestyle. "My lifetime best was in
an off event, so it was no big deal,"
Genrich said as he played down his
two-seco- nd trail to first place.
"It was a solid in-seas- on swim
for me," he said, referring to his
breaststroke, "especially with the
amount of yards we have been do-
ing since we returned from
Florida."
Brett Holcomb '01 , winner of
"the 100 freestyle event. Darkened
to his earlier days of distance
swimming to produce the chutz-
pah needed for a 4:54.07 finish.
"The 500 is not my main event,"
Ladies hoops win two conference games
BY BETH ROCHE
StaffWriter
Kenyon College Ladies' bas-
ketball went on the road this week
for one win and one loss in two
North Coast Athletic Conference
games. Tuesday night they re-
turned with an important win over
Oberlin College at Tomsich Arena,
65-4- 7.
Tri-capta- in Stephany
Dunmyer '00 led the team with 19
points for the game, including two
three-pointer- s. Karen Schell '99
j followed with 15 points, nine of
them free throws, and Laurie
Douglass 98 added nine more.
Dunmyer set the tone of last
Wednesday's game with three
consecutive three-pointe- rs in the
first six minutes. Kenyon took the
lead by five and maintained it
through the first half, 32-2- 7.
Kenyon returned to the court
and moved further away from
1
Kassie icherer
Members of both Kenyon College swimming teams achieved
personal and team records in Fridays meet at Ernst Pool.
he explained. "When I swam back specific clocked time of Sarah
home, I had a lot of distance train-
ing so I knew that I had the aero-
bic capacity to hold my own in the
500."
His satisfaction lay not in the
seconds clocked but in the per-
sonal goal attained. "I knew that
the other Kenyon guys in the event
(Jess Book '01 and Josh Everett
'01) have a great 500 and so I just
wanted to go out strong and keep
up with them."
Individualism reigned in the
200 yard backstroke, as Erica
Carroll '01 utilized a new strategy
to carry her4o a first place finish
of 2:12.41. "I tried to focus on my
own race rather than on my oppo-
nents," she said.
"In practice all week, I had
been working on my stroke tempo
and I was really excited to test
myself in the meet." Gleaning ex-
perience and technique, Carroll
earned her second best time for the
year. "It felt really good. I think I
learned a lot about racing in try-
ing out this new strategy."
Strategy can only take a
swimmer so far, the rest depends
upon determination and luck. No
planning could have ensured the
-
Tri-capt-
ain Stephany Dunmyer '00 plays aggressive
defensive in Tuesday night's game at Oberlin.
Wooster, going up by 16 with fif-
teen minutes in the second half.
Dunmyer, Douglass and Schell
lead the Ladies to a decisive win
i : I
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Buntzman '99, who won the 200
yard freestyle in 2:00.00. "It's just
kind of cool to go that time; usu-
ally it's 2:00.18 or something, but
never zeroes all the way across,"
Buntzman said.
She spoke of the benefits of a
meet where the competition isn't
as stiff. "It's fun because you can
do things you normally don't get
to do. For example, I didn't have
to swim the 200 fly this time; I
swam the 50, which is always fun."
Nate Gardner '98 was able to
do what he normally didn't do in
the 200 breaststroke, when Brian
Kirkvold '99 provoked him to
swim without a cap. "Brian dared
me to swim without a cap, so I did.
I am not the best breaststroker in
the world," Gardner said, having
finished a full seven seconds ahead
of the CWRU competition. "I was
a little nervous beforehand, and it
showed in the race because I was
out faster at the 100 than my pre-
vious best 100 time here."
One might expect a diver like
Louis Harrison '99 to be nervous
about a dive which he had per-
formed only a handful of times in
his life. The support of his team- -
'TV.'
Kassje Scheier
over the Scots, 69-5- 3, with
Dunmyer scoring 27 points and
both Schell and Douglass carrying
11 each.
k
A Kenyon Lady begins her race with
mates, however, did not leave ap-
prehension as a possibility. "Andy
Beachler, my coach and former
Ohio State diver, has trained me
since Thanksgiving break," before
which Harrison had never dove.
He cited the help of fellow
divers Jenny Kozak '00, Becky
White '00 and Dawn Fiorelli '00
as critical to his 162.23 point fin-
ish in the 1 Meter Diving event.
"CWRU had two divers: one
who had been diving even less
time than myself, and a fifth year
senior who had been away from
the sport for a bit." He believed his
victory was not a "stunning de
Dunmyer totaled six three-pointe- rs
in the game, tying her with
the fourth highest single game ef-
fort in Kenyon women's basket-
ball. Douglass managed six re-
bounds, four steals and a game
high of four assists.
Saturday night the Ladies
faced third-ranke- d Allegheny Col-
lege, ending the first half up 37-2- 5.
Allegheny came out in in the
first five minutes to close in on --
Kenyon's lead with 10 points.
Kenyon continued to dominate
until the last thirty seconds of the
game, and the score was tied at the
end of regulation 62-6- 2.
Kenyon took the lead in over-
time with 5 points from Schell in
the first two and a half minutes.
Allegheny took control and held
on in the last twenty seconds,
though ending the game with a 74-7- 1
win.
Kenyon is currently second in
the conference with a 8-- 2 record,
1 1
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Kassic Scherer
a fast start from the blocks.
feat," but nevertheless he felt good
about the way he was diving.
This meet was the first time
Andreana Prichard '01 actually felt
positive about swimming the 1000
yard freestyle, which she won in
10:54.21. Though this was not her
best time of the season, she "settled
in and felt like I had a good race
when I was in the water," Prichard
said.
"It was not a struggle for me
like it sometimes is," though in this
race she had no foreknowledge of
the swimming abilities of her op-
ponents. "I had to go in there ready
see SWTMpage fourteen
and an overall record of 11-- 6. The
Ladies will take on Ohio Wesleyan
University on Friday night in an
important conference matchup.
Game time is at 7:30 pm in the
Tomsich Arena. Saturday the team
will head out to Dennison to face
the Big Red.
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COVERAGE OF MEN'S
BASKETBALL ON
PAGE FIFTEEN
